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Abstract

This thesis develops a robust output-tracking control strategy for autonomous rover

systems with redundant control directions. Taking advantage of their redundancy, an

optimal distribution of control actions is proposed to enhance the dynamic traction

of such systems. In the first phase, a robust optimal output-tracking control strategy

for underactuated mechanical systems subject to mixed holonomic and nonholonomic

constraints is presented. I perform a comprehensive control analysis of this large class

of nonlinear systems in terms of local reachability, input-output linearizability, and

local observability. Based on the input-output linearization of the holonomically re-

stricted nominal system, I develop a sliding mode control strategy that is robust

against projected effects of uncertainties and disturbances on the system’s output.

Asymptotic stability of the output towards a bounded desired trajectory is proved

using Lyapunov’s direct method while the system’s internal stability (in the sense

of boundedness) is investigated based on the notion of tracking-error zero dynam-

ics. Time-dependent bounded matched uncertainties in the inertia parameters and

disturbance forces arising in the unrestricted system are considered in this study. I

propose an optimal sliding manifold according to the finite-horizon linear-quadratic

regulator design problem with split boundary value condition.

In the second phase, I develop a novel methodology to optimally lift the proposed

robust control law from the output dynamics to the space of control actions. This

methodology aims at enhancing the dynamic traction of autonomous rovers through

minimizing the quadratic norm of tractive ratios, without affecting the tracking per-

formance of the system. The novelty is in redefining the optimization problem to

propose a practical real-time traction control in the control loop and to use minimum

information about wheel-ground contact dynamics. Tractive forces are approximated

based on the dynamical model of the system determined by Lagrange d’Alembert

principle, under the ideal nonholonomic assumptions. Normal reaction forces are

estimated using Newton–Euler equations, under the quasi-static assumption on the
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motion perpendicular to the plane of rover. To improve such estimates, a disturbance

observer is designed by including the undisturbed auxiliary system in the control loop

and its convergence is proved.

The developed control strategy is implemented on a six-wheel autonomous Lu-

nar rover in a simulation environment and its performance is compared with that

of an optimal proportional-integral-derivative feedback, feedforward controller along

with the conventional right pseudo-inverse distribution of the control actions. The

proposed controller shows superior performance both in terms of traction and track-

ing capabilities. The developed traction control algorithm is also implemented in a

software-in-the-loop simulation environment using Vortex Studio, which is a high-

fidelity multi-body dynamics engine. This digital twin of the system includes a 3-

dimensional model on arbitrary terrains, with different tire and wheel-ground inter-

action models. The software-in-the-loop simulation shows high degree of acceptance

between the estimated and real tractive and normal forces. It also confirms a consid-

erable improvement achieved in the dynamic traction of the system.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivations

Constrained robotic systems play a central role in many modern applications, such

as space exploration, search and rescue, and aerial package delivery. Such systems

inherent complex dynamics and due to their mission requirements they must oper-

ate autonomously with reliable control. For example, in the case of autonomous

planetary exploration rovers, due to large interplanetary distances, real-time teleop-

eration is almost impossible, and they should operate semi-autonomously to perform

the prescribed control tasks. Constrained robotic systems, based on their mission

description, are stabilized towards a point, path, or trajectory. In many applica-

tions, stabilizing an output function towards a desired path with prescribed timing

law (output-tracking) while other states of the system are well-behaved is of higher

priority than trajectory-tracking of all states. This control task can be performed ap-

plying velocity (kinematic control) or force/torque (dynamic control) commands to

the defined control directions. Dynamic control schemes are more preferable in appli-

cations of constrained robotic systems in which system has considerable interactions

with its operating environment. The reason is that the dynamics of the system con-

tinuously is considered in the control loop and that prevents incoordination between

control inputs. Since constrained robotic systems are subject to different sources of

uncertainties, such as, uneven terrains, rocks, dust, unpredictable weather and harsh

sun light, robustness is a crucial factor that should be considered in the design of

their controller. Apart from robustness, one of the main concerns in the control of

autonomous rovers/vehicles, is keeping the system away from conditions resulting in

the violation of the zero-velocity constraints at wheel-ground contact points. If such

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

violations happen, the system may lose mobility, become trapped, exhibit noticeable

tracking error, and more importantly lose wheel odometry as a powerful localization

approach [2].

1.2 Problem Statement

A class of mechanical control systems containing redundant control directions and

subject to mixed holonomic and nonholonomic constraints in Pfaffian form is con-

sidered. The control design for such systems is particularly difficult due to their

underactuation and existence of nonholonomic constraints. This thesis addresses the

following two main control problems:

(1) Given a desired feasible trajectory for the output of the system find a control

law that asymptotically stabilizes the output error while (i) minimizing a norm

of control actions and output errors, (ii) keeping internal states of the system

well-behaved, and (iii) being robust against bounded sources of matched uncer-

tainties.

(2) Taking advantage of the redundant control directions, find an optimal distribu-

tion of control actions enhancing the dynamic traction of the system. In this

thesis, the term “dynamic traction” refers to maintaining close-to-zero-velocity

constraints at wheel-ground contact points, i.e., ensuring that the nonholonomic

constraints are satisfied during dynamic tasks.

1.3 Statement of Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis can be summarized in the following.

(1) In the first phase, a comprehensive control analysis is performed for a class

of mechanical control systems subject to mixed holonomic and nonholonomic

velocity constraints in Pfaffian form. Under the assumption that system is

input-output linearizable, I propose an observability decomposition of the in-

ternal states. This decomposition enhances the stability analysis of the internal

dynamics existing in the literature. In addition, I develop a robust output-

tracking Sliding Mode Control (SMC) strategy that is applicable to a wide
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range of constrained mechanical systems experiencing complex bounded time-

dependent matched uncertainties in their inertia parameters. The proposed

SMC contains an optimally designed sliding manifold at the output level that

minimizes a functional based on a norm square of the output error and that of

the control actions. This phase of the research is submitted for publication to

the IEEE Transactions on Control Systems Technology.

• M. R. Mottaghi and R. Chhabra, “Robust optimal output-tracking control

of constrained mechanical systems with application to autonomous rovers,”

IEEE Transactions on Control Systems Technology, Under Review (Sub-

mitted June 2021).

(2) In the second phase, employing redundant control directions, an optimal distri-

bution of control actions is proposed to enhance the force/moment interaction

of the system without affecting its tracking performance. The developed opti-

mization is applied to dynamic traction control of autonomous rovers. I intro-

duce a cost function resulting in linear necessary conditions of optimality and

it considers the direction of tractive forces. In contrast to the optimal traction

controllers proposed in the literature, the developed methodology is needless of

numerical optimizations impeding real-time implementation in dynamic tasks,

and it is applicable to various types of trajectories. In this approach, under the

assumption of ideal nonholonomic constraints, the magnitude of tractive forces

are computed based on the dynamic model of the system determined based on

the Lagrange-D’Alembert principle. Accordingly, the dependency on the ter-

rain parameters is significantly reduced and only the knowledge of static friction

coefficients is necessary. This phase of the research is submitted for publication

to the IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics: Systems.

• M. R. Mottaghi and R. Chhabra, “Fast Optimal Traction Control of Dy-

namic Autonomous Rovers on Prescribed Trajectories with Wheel-Fighting

Consideration,”IEEE Transactions on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics:

Systems, Under Review (Submitted November 2021).

(3) In the last phase of this research, phases 1 and 2 are combined and a robust

output-tracking controller with optimal distribution of control actions for the

traction improvement is proposed. Firstly, I show that, the design of output-

tracking control law and optimal distribution of control actions are independent,
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and each can be performed using different models of the system. Secondly,

an observer is designed to capture the lumped effect of uncertainties on the

output of the system. The observed values are then exploited to improve the

estimations of normal forces and tractive forces. I expand an observer proposed

in [3] for single-input-single-output nonlinear systems to input-output feedback

linearizable multi-input-multi-output systems. This observer is designed in time

domain and it is needless of consideration of law-pass filters associated with

the observers designed in frequency domain. The results of this phase will be

submitted for publication to Mechanical Systems and Signal Processing and

Automatica.

• M. R. Mottaghi and R. Chhabra, “Optimal Robust output-tracking of au-

tonomous rovers with dynamic traction control,”Mechanical Systems and

Signal Processing, To be submitted in January 2022.

• M. R. Mottaghi and R. Chhabra, “Disturbance observer design for MIMO

input-output linearizable nonholonomic mechanical systems,”Automatica,

To be submitted in March 2022.

1.4 Thesis Overview

Chapter 2 presents a brief background and state-of-the-art in description of con-

strained mechanical systems, nonlinear robust controller design and its application

to autonomous rover systems. The concept of traction is defined and recent develop-

ments in traction controller design for autonomous rover/vehicle systems is discussed.

In Chapter 3, the reduced projected state space representation of a class of me-

chanical systems subject to mixed holonomic and nonholonomic constraints is ob-

tained. Such systems are analysed in terms of different control aspects. The developed

theory is then implemented on a six-wheel type (1, 1) autonomous Lunar rover.

In Chapter 4, the uncertain state space representation of the system is obtained

and a robust control law is derived based on sliding mode control strategy. The

proposed control law is then implemented on a six-wheel autonomous Lunar rover

and the efficacy of that is shown through simulation results.

In Chapter 5, the concept of optimal distribution of control actions is introduced,

and applied to traction improvement of autonomous rover/vehicle systems. The the-

ory is implemented on an autonomous rover and the efficacy of the proposed traction
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controller is investigated through a developed software-in-the-loop simulation envi-

ronment.

Finally, the first and second phases of this research are combined in Chapter 6 and

a robust output-tracking traction controller is proposed. To improve the estimations

exploited in the traction control algorithm, an observer is designed to capture the

effect of disturbances on such estimations. The efficacy of this control strategy is

shown through the simulations.

Chapter 7 includes some concluding remarks and possible future directions of this

thesis.



Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.1 Constrained Mechanical Control Systems

In most modern robotic applications, the evolution of a robot in the tangent bundle

of its configuration manifold is restricted by constraints. Depending on the integra-

bility condition, such constraints are categorized into holonomic and nonholonomic.

The term holonomic refers to the category of constraints that are integrable on the

configuration manifold of the system and limit the space of all possible configurations.

Length and rigidity constraints are some examples of holonomic constraints. On the

other hand, nonholonomic constraints are not integrable and they only restrict the

evolution of the system in its configuration manifold. Rolling and sliding without

slipping are some examples of nonholonomic constraints. Nonholonomic constraints

also come in two types, namely, dynamic and kinematic. The former refers to the

constraints preserved by dynamics of the system and they are not externally im-

posed, such as conservation of momentum in space robots. The latter describes the

constraints externally imposed by the kinematics of the system, such as rolling con-

straints in wheeled mobile robots [1]. Presence of constraints in mechanical systems,

introduces modelling and control challenges, e.g., loss of full-state controllability in

holonomic systems, underactuation and loss of full-state feedback linearizability prop-

erty in nonholonomic systems [4].

Several comprehensive frameworks have been presented to capture the behaviour

of mechanical systems with constraints, specially in Pfaffian form [5–7]. In [8], a

unified dynamical model of robotic systems subject to nonlinear constraints is out-

lined that is based on differential variational principles. Yun and Sarkar unify the

6
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.1: Examples of nonholonomic systems [1].(a) rolling disk (b) knife edge (c)
Chaplygin sleigh

state space representation of systems subject to mixed holonomic and nonholonomic

constraints via substituting algebraic holonomic equations by stable first-order dif-

ferential equations to improve the stability of numerical simulations [9]. A histor-

ical review of nonholonomic mechanics including the derivation of Lagrangian and

Hamiltonian equations of motion along with recent developments, e.g., application

of Hamilton-Jacobi theory in nonholonomic systems, is presented in [10]. In a book

by Neimark et.al, the dynamic behavior of nonholonomic systems is studied from

different perspectives including the Caplygin’s problem, the canonical form of the

governing equations, and variational principles in nonholonomic systems [11]. Using

the Generalized Program Motion Equation (GPME) method, a unified dynamical

modeling framework is proposed for systems subject to nonholonomic constraints of

any arbitrary order [12]. A geometric formalism for the Lagrangian systems subject

to nonlinear nonholonomic constraints is also proposed in [13] using the concept of

product structure on the tangent bundle of the configuration manifold and the space

of all admissible velocities.

Control challenges associated with nonholonomic systems, such as motion plan-

ning and feedback stabilization, are well-documented in the literature [14, 15]. A

geometric exposition on nonholonomic control is presented in a book by Bloch that

includes studying symmetry properties, optimal control and energy-based methods of

stabilization of nonholonomic systems [1]. Trajectory stabilization of nonholonomic

systems has been also addressed using, e.g., a linearized model of system around a

trajectory [16] or the integrator backstepping technique [17]. Further, output-tracking

control laws for mechanical systems with nonholonomic rolling constraints have been
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developed based on input-output linearization techniques [18]. Chhabra et al. pro-

pose an output-tracking control strategy for symmetric nonholonomic Hamiltonian

systems [19], founded upon their dynamical reduction [20] and input-output lineariza-

tion in their reduced state space, applying static state feedback. This technique is

implemented to design a torque-based controller for the Lunar Exploration Light

Rover [21].

2.2 Nonlinear Robust Control

Robust control refers to the problem of designing a control scheme with high accuracy

for an uncertain plant [22]. A comparison of classical and modern robust control ap-

proaches and uncertainty modelling is documented in [23]. Depending on satisfaction

of the so-called matching condition, uncertainties can be categorized into matched

and mismatched. Matched uncertainties are appearing in the control input channel,

such as disturbance forces and uncertainties in the inertia parameters in dynamic

control. On the other hand, mismatched uncertainties are not appearing in input

channels, e.g., uncertainties in the kinematic parameters of the system in dynamic

control [24].

Robust control of nonlinear systems subject to matched uncertainties can be per-

formed by considering uncertainties as bounded perturbations to the nominal plant

and designing a controller with respect to such bounds. Some examples of such

techniques including integral control, Sliding Mode Control (SMC), back-stepping

and gain scheduling are discussed in a book by Khalil [24]. In addition, a general

framework is introduced to extend the theory of Lyapunov design to uncertain plants

by proposing a Robust Control Lyapunov Function (RCLF) [25]. A robust output

tracking control is proposed in [26], using output feedback and applying a sliding

mode controller to the input-output dynamics. The proposed control law contains

a time-dependant exponent parameter law to ensure both accuracy and low energy

consumption. On the other hand, when a system is subject to bounded mismatched

uncertainties, robustness of the controller can be ensured for example, by applying

high gains feedback technique [24], or by modelling the uncertainties’ structure and

designing a model predictive sliding mode controller [27]. Additionally, a robust con-

trol scheme for systems subject to mismatched disturbances is proposed in [28] by

describing the bound of uncertainties via a fuzzy set. In this paper, the controller
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gains are optimally designed to minimize the fuzzy performance index corresponding

to the fuzzy behaviour and the control effort.

Nonlinear robust controllers can also be designed applying exogenous disturbance

observers [29] and adaptive control laws. In such approaches, first, uncertainties are

parameterized as some unknown parameters. Then, employing observers, the con-

troller tries to learn them and produce an appropriate reaction [24,30,31]. In addition,

the observed values can be used to enhance the performance of the designed nonlinear

control law for example by adjusting the controller gains based on the estimated dis-

turbances [32,33]. Robustness can also be guaranteed by observing the lumped effect

of the disturbances and compensating that applying a proper feed-forward control

command (composite controllers) [34, 35]. Most proposed adaptation laws are de-

signed in frequency domain and that leads to the generation of high-frequency noises

at the observer’s output channel. To resolve this issue, low pass filters are consid-

ered but that results in the elimination of high-frequency disturbance effects [36].

However, a disturbance observer is proposed for Single Input Single Output (SISO)

nonlinear systems in the time domain employing an auxiliary system defined based

on unperturbed plant and using the output feedback [3]. In observer-based robust

controllers, in contrast to other approaches, the worst-case uncertainties are not con-

sidered in the controller (controller does not overestimate them) and consequently,

the controller does not contain large control gains [37]. However, there is no fast and

accurate estimation of the disturbances.

Sliding mode control , as a robust variable structure control strategy, has been em-

ployed in many control applications, due to its simple structure, guaranteed asymp-

totic stability, and introduction of a reduced-order error dynamics [38]. The main

idea in SMC is (i) to design a sliding manifold on which the error is asymptotically

stabilized towards the origin and determine an appropriate control law keeping the

system on this manifold and (ii) to obtain a switching control law pushing the sys-

tem towards that manifold whenever it is out of it [24]. Applying this approach, the

stabilizing control law can be obtained based on the reduced-order dynamics of the

system on the sliding manifold. The main two challenges associated with SMC are

defining the sliding manifold and the discontinuity of the switching control law known

as the chattering effect. It is also noteworthy that as the result of an initial error the

switching control law produces a high-magnitude chattering, since its gains are in the

direct proportion of the upper bound of the uncertainties. Accordingly, the sliding
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manifold must contain the initial condition of the system.

To improve the performance of SMC, a chattering-free SMC is derived based on

a time varying feedback gain, whose global stability is proven using the Lyapunov

second theorem and invariance principle [39]. The method of boundary layer is also

proposed, in which the discontinuous switching function is replaced by a saturation

function and the error converges to a boundary layer around the origin. The thickness

of such a boundary layer can be designed by adjusting the defined saturation points

[40, 41]. In addition, to alleviate the chattering phenomenon, higher-order sliding

mode controllers are proposed, in which the stability towards the sliding surface is

investigated based on higher-order derivatives of the conventional sliding surface. This

way, the discontinuity appears in the higher-order derivatives of the control input to

the system and that results in the smoothness of actual control inputs. However,

in such approaches particularly during dynamic control, higher order derivatives of

the system states are required which can not be directly measured in practice and

estimation of them results in noisy signals [42, 43]. Integral Sliding Mode Control

(ISMC) is also proposed to eliminate the reaching phase and ensure the invariance of

the sliding manifold for the entire system response [44].

Regarding the applications of SMC in control of constrained mechanical systems,

Ge et al. propose a robust adaptive state/output feedback point stabilization of

a class of nonholonomic systems in chained form along with an adaptive switching

law guaranteeing the boundedness of the states [45]. A robust control scheme has

also been developed for stabilization of nonholonomic systems with drift uncertain-

ties, using time-varying SMC [46]. A general order sliding mode control algorithm

along with determination of the sliding parameters to satisfy both input and states

inequality constraints is developed in [47]. In [48], the second order sliding mode con-

troller is proposed containing a saturation function of states maximizing the domain

of attraction for nonlinear systems subject to state inequality constraints. By trans-

forming the state space representation of the nonholonomic systems into a chained

form and separating the uncertain dynamics, an adaptive ISMC is proposed in [49].

This strategy contains a control command for stabilization of the nominal plant and

a compensator for observed disturbances.
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2.3 Control of Autonomous Rovers

A category of mechanical systems that are subject to both holonomic and nonholo-

nomic constraints is autonomous planetary exploration rovers that often experience

several forms of uncertainties and disturbances. The nonholonomic constraints in

such systems mostly correspond to the no velocity conditions at wheel-ground contact

points. The holonomic constraints in rover systems are coming from some geomet-

ric restrictions to ensure the mobility of the system such as well known Ackerman

condition. It is also noteworthy that the imposed nonholonomic constrains may also

be result in the restriction of the configuration manifold of the system by introduc-

ing some non-trivial holonomic constraints. Due to their mission requirements and

the imposed constraints, such systems contain complex dynamics, which needs to be

considered during robust control design, particularly for determination of uncertainty

bounds. Sojourner, Lunar Exploration Light Rover, twin Mars Exploration Rovers,

and Perseverance are some examples of such systems [50]. Different categories of

autonomous rovers based on their mobility is introduced in [51].

The first step in designing a controller is obtaining a proper model of the sys-

tem. In the case of autonomous rovers, the kinematic model of the system can be

obtained based on the the imposed nonholonomic constraints and forming the space

of the admissible velocities. This model is used in designing kinematic control and

applying velocity commands in different control directions. However, the dynamical

model of the system is also required to perform dynamic control. Dynamical model of

autonomous rovers can be determined based on both the Newton-Euler equations or

Euler-Lagrange formalism. In the Newton-Euler method, regardless of the imposed

constraints (constrained free model) all external forces applied to the system are spec-

ified and considered as control directions. Then, using terramechanics relationships,

such forces are converted to the actual control directions of the system which mostly

are in the form of throttle/brake or steering torques. Such models are greatly de-

pendant on different parameters describing wheel-soil interactions and the direction

of all non-trivial external forces has to be completely specified. However, using the

Euler-Lagrange method, the torques applied to the wheel-body joints are considered

as control directions and the external wheel-ground contact forces associated with to

the nonholonomic constraints are appearing as Lagrange multipliers in the governing

equations of motions.

The evolution of control systems developed for nonholonomic rovers initiated
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in 1990s. The full posture kinematic tracking control of Differential Drive Rovers

(DDRs), based on Lyapunov design, is proposed in [52]. This result was extended

to include robustness by designing a SMC in polar coordinates for DDRs experienc-

ing unknown disturbing forces [53]. Ashrafiuon et al. develop a SMC for uncertain

simple planar vehicles with only two control inputs that is robust against bounded

time-dependant matched uncertainties. This method is based on a reduced order

error dynamics obtained using the concept of transitional trajectory [54].

State feedback linearization of different types of rover systems has been also in-

vestigated, applying static or dynamic state feedback [55]. Wang and Xu propose a

set of output functions for which rover systems are input-output linearizable applying

static state feedback [56]. Their proposed output functions are path independent and

in the form of a position of a virtual reference point. The location of such points is

determined according to the type of the rover, e.g. in front of a center of rotation of

the system in type (2, 0) and in front of a steerable wheel in type (1, 1) autonomous

rovers. The stability of the internal dynamics of such systems is also investigated

based on the concept of tracking-error zero dynamic and Lyapunov indirect method

for a four-wheel autonomous rover in [56] and Lyapunov direct method for differen-

tial drive rover (DDR) in [57]. It is proved that the internal dynamics of autonomous

rovers is asymptotically stable while the system is moving in forward direction and

it is unstable when it moves in the backward direction. High gain observers are

also proposed based on the kinematic model of system to overcome the problem of

lack of measurements of the Cartesian velocities in dynamic feedback output tracking

control of such systems [58]. A robust trajectory tracking control satisfying input

constraints for autonomous rovers is also developed in [59]. In this paper, authors

employ a smooth feedback law, whose time varying parameters are obtained through

a geometric-based design strategy.

2.4 Traction Control

Traction is one of the main concerns in the control of autonomous rovers/vehicles. De-

prived traction results in losing mobility and stability of control system, deteriorating

tracking performance, and erroneous wheel odometry for localization [2]. Traction

is particularly crucial when a rover undergoes dynamic motions on rough terrains.
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In this thesis, the term dynamic traction is used to refer to maintaining close-to-

zero-velocity condition at wheel-ground contact points during tracking a dynamic

prescribed trajectory, i.e., respecting normally-imposed nonholonomic constraints.

Accordingly, dynamic traction control means producing control inputs considering

the dynamic traction on rough terrains. A dynamic traction controller must be real-

time and have no influence on the tracking performance of the system.

The evolution of traction control systems for wheeled vehicles initiated in 1980s

when different supervisory control strategies including anti-lock braking systems and

anti-spin acceleration systems were proposed for commercialized vehicles [60]. Such

supervisory control systems are enhanced by introducing a mathematical model of

the vehicle and braking systems based on dynamics of the wheels, and accordingly

employing a robust discrete-time nonlinear feedback control law [61]. Fuzzy logic-

based [62, 63] and neural network-based [64] control strategies with the aim of con-

trolling wheel slip in anti-lock braking systems have also been developed.

For autonomous systems, traction control strategies have been developed based on

wheel slippage estimation, using, e.g., tire deformation models [65], inertia measure-

ment unit [66–68], and visual odometry [69–71]. Such estimations not only can im-

prove localization, but they also can be used in designing traction controllers [72–76].

Traction control algorithms working based on slippage estimation are divided into two

categories: velocity-based and torque-based. In the former category, the estimated

amount of slippage is compensated with appropriate speed commands [77]. Since the

system’s dynamics is not continuously considered in the computation of control com-

mands, such approaches lead to incoordination between wheels (wheel fighting) [78].

In the latter category, slippage is included in the dynamics of the system and it is com-

pensated by applying appropriate control torque commands. For example in [79,80],

the average slip ratio is defined as a control target and it is maintained in an optimal

region using sliding mode control. Slippage dynamics can be also approximated [81]

and controlled applying an input-output linearizing feedback [82].

Due to the lack of accurate model for wheel slippage [83,84], several traction con-

trol algorithms with minimal dependency on slip estimation have been introduced.

Iagnemma et al. propose a traction controller under the quasi-static assumption for

planetary rovers. They employ redundant control actions to offer an optimal force

distribution minimizing the ratio of tractive to normal reaction forces, known as
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“tractvie ratios” [85]. This method is improved by introducing an enhanced quasi-

static model independent off complex tire-soil interaction models for a rover named

”SOLERO” [86]. For systems operating with high velocities, Sarkar et al. propose a

torque-based traction control exploiting the redundancy in a mobile robot with two

driven wheels and two active steering systems. They asymmetrically distribute the

control torques when one wheel runs into a less desirable terrain condition. Their

method is based on a primitive model of the system and relies on the wheels’ slip

curves only in the longitudinal direction [87]. Another dynamic traction control

strategy for redundant autonomous rovers is proposed in [88], where a rigid body

dynamical model of the system and a terramechanics model are combined to intro-

duce an optimal control distribution to maximize traction. This approach is enhanced

by redefining the optimization criterion to consider the quadratic norm of tractive ra-

tios [89].

In the mentioned studies, complex terramechanics models [90] or accelerometers

at wheels [91] are often necessary to compute control torques based on the knowledge

of optimal tractive forces obtained using constraint-free dynamical models. However,

the real-time estimation of terramechanic parameters is computationally demanding

and not accurate, and accelerometer signals are known to be noisy. Further, the

developed traction controllers are normally either based on simplistic vehicle models,

or rely on numerical solutions of nonlinear optimizations, impeding their real-time

implementation during dynamic tasks. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, wheel-

fighting phenomenon is also an understudied subject in the current optimal dynamic

traction control strategies. Wheel-fighting results in deterioration of traction and

increase of the power consumption in the system.



Chapter 3

Input-output Linearization of Constrained

Mechanical Systems

3.1 Overview

In this chapter, kinematics and dynamics of mechanical systems subject to mixed

holonomic and nonholonomic velocity constraints in Pfaffian form are investigated.

The identified holonomic constraints are formally integrated and implemented in the

governing equations of motion, and the space of admissible velocities is obtained

based on the nonholonomic constraints. Accordingly, a reduced state-space represen-

tation of such systems is proposed and used in the analysis of constrained systems in

terms of different control perspectives, including local reachability, full-state feedback

linearizability, and input-output linearizability. Under some explained assumptions,

input-output linearization is performed and the states of the system are decomposed

into external and internal states. I also propose an observability decomposition for

the internal states that is crucial to the stability analysis of the internal dynam-

ics. Finally, the performed control analysis is discussed for a six-wheel type (1,1)

autonomous Lunar rover used as the case study in this thesis.

3.2 Constrained Mechanical Systems

In this section, I describe a class of mechanical control systems with mixed holonomic

and nonholonomic constraints. I consider the evolution of such systems in the tan-

gent bundle of their n̂-dimensional smooth configuration manifold, denoted by Q̂. A

set of r everywhere linearly independent constraints on velocities in Pfaffian form is

15
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considered:

Â(q̂) ˙̂q = 0 (3.1)

where (q̂, ˙̂q) ∈ TQ̂, the tangent bundle of the configuration manifold, and Â : Q̂ →
Rr×n̂ is the constraint matrix. All admissible velocities of the system must lie in the

(n̂− r)-dimensional annihilator distribution D resulted from the constraint equations.

Let N̂ : Q̂→ Rn̂×(n̂−r) denote the matrix whose columns span D, i.e., N̂(q̂)Â(q̂) = 0.

Based on the Lagrange d’Alembert principle, dynamics of the constrained me-

chanical system is derived in matrix form:

Â(q̂) ˙̂q = 0

M̂(q̂)¨̂q + Ĉ(q̂, ˙̂q) ˙̂q + ĝ(q̂) = B̂(q̂)τ+ Â(q̂)T λ̂,
(3.2)

where M̂ : Q̂ → Rn̂×n̂ is the symmetric positive definite mass matrix of the system,

Ĉ : TQ̂ → Rn̂×n̂ is the matrix of Coriolis and centrifugal forces, ĝ : Q̂ → Rn̂ is the

vector of potential forces, τ ∈ Rs is the vector of control inputs, B̂ : Q̂→ Rn̂×s is the

matrix whose columns are the control directions, and λ̂ ∈ Rr is the vector of Lagrange

multipliers. Hereinafter, for brevity the dependency of the matrices and vectors is

dropped wherever it does not raise confusion.

Assumption 3.1. The dimension of the vector τ is greater than the dimension of

distribution D, i.e., s > n̂− r, and no columns of B̂ are in the image of Â.

If the involutive closure of D, denoted by D̄, is of system’s dimension (n̂), then all

imposed constraints are nonholonomic (non-integrable). The involutive closure of D is

the minimal distribution that contains elements of D and all iterative Lie-brackets of

vector fields in D. If the dimension of D̄ is equal to n = n̂−p, the system experiences

p holonomic (integrable) constraints and m = r− p nonholonomic constraints.

After identifying the holonomic constraints, I introduce the restricted configura-

tion manifold Q, with dimension n, which is an embedded sub-manifold of Q̂ with the

inclusion map ιQ : Q→ Q̂. Let (q, q̇) ∈ TQ denote an element of the tangent bundle

of Q, and let J(q) be the Jacobian of the inclusion map. The set of m remaining

completely nonholonomic constraints on Q are defined by:

A(q)q̇ = 0, (3.3)
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where

A(q) = EÂ(ιQ(q))J(q). (3.4)

Due to inclusion of holonomic constraints, the rows of the matrix ÂJ are linearly

dependant and they span a co-distribution of dimension m. Here, the constant matrix

E ∈ Rm×r introduces a minimal linear combination of the rows of ÂJ to parameterize

the resultant co-distribution, which eliminates the redundant constraint directions.

Pre-multiplying both sides of (3.2) by JT (q), and substituting ˙̂q and ¨̂q, based on

the inclusion map, i.e.,
˙̂q = J(q)q̇,

¨̂q = J̇(q, q̇)q̇ + J(q)q̈,

J̇(q, q̇) =
n∑
j=1

∂J(q)

∂qj
q̇j,

(3.5)

the equations of motion in the restricted configuration manifold Q become:

q̇ = N(q)η,

M(q)q̈ + C(q, q̇)q̇ + g(q) = B(q)τ+ A(q)Tλ.
(3.6)

Here, qj denotes the jth element of q, N : Q → Rn×n−m is a matrix whose

columns span the kernel of the constraint matrix A, and η ∈ Rn−m is the vector

of quasi-velocities, M := JTM̂(ιQ(q))J is the mass matrix, C := JT (M̂(ιQ(q))J̇ +

Ĉ(ιQ(q), J q̇)J) is the matrix of Coriolis and centrifugal forces, g := JT ĝ(ιQ(q)) is

the vector of potential forces, B := JT B̂(ιQ(q)) is the matrix of control directions,

and λ := Eλ̂ ∈ Rm is the vector of Lagrange multipliers.

Pre-multiplying both sides of the set of equations representing the dynamics of

the system in (3.6) by NT , and substituting

q̈ = Ṅ(q, q̇)η+N(q)η̇,

Ṅ(q, q̇) =
n∑
j=1

∂N(q)

∂qj
q̇j,

(3.7)

the set of equations on the state space of the system X ⊂ TQ, which is the distribution
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spanned by the columns of N , is obtained as:

q̇ = N(q)η,

Mr(q)η̇+ Cr(q,η)η+ gr(q) = Br(q)τ.
(3.8)

Here, given NTAT = 0, the constraint forces are eliminated, and

Mr := NTMN,

Cr := NT (MṄ(q, Nη) + C(q, Nη)N),

Br := NTB,

gr := NTg,

are respectively the reduced mass matrix, the reduced matrix of Coriolis and cen-

trifugal forces, the reduced matrix of control directions, and the reduced vector of

potential forces.

I denote a member of X by x = [qT,ηT ]T that is a (2n−m)-dimensional vector of

system states. The state space representation of the governing equations of motion is

ẋ = f(x) +G(x)τ, (3.9)

where

f(x) =

 Nη

−M−1
r (Crη+ gr)

 , (3.10)

G(x) =

 On×s

M−1
r Br

 , (3.11)

and O denotes the matrix of zeros with proper dimensions.

3.3 Control Analysis

In this section, I analyze different control aspects of the system in (3.9). First, the

full-state reachability of the system, as the necessary condition for controllability, is

studied. Then, the full-state feedback linearizability of the system is investigated.

Finally, the output-tracking control problem for the system in (3.9) is defined, and
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input-output linearizability and the stability of the internal dynamics are discussed.

3.3.1 Reachability and Full-state Feedback Linearizability

Let us introduce the control input µ ∈ Rn−m, based on

Brτ = Crη+ gr +Mrµ, (3.12)

that partially linearizes the system in (3.9). Under this transformation, the resultant

closed-loop system becomes

ẋ = f1(x) +G1µ,

f1(x) =

Nη
0

 , G1 =

 On×(n−m)

I(n−m)×(n−m)

 , (3.13)

where I denotes the identity matrix with appropriate dimensions.

The control system in (3.13) is fully reachable if and only if for any arbitrary pair

of an initial state x0 and a terminal state xf , one can find a control input µ moving

the system from x0 to xf .

Proposition 3.1. The control system in (3.9) is fully locally reachable.

Proof. Let H be a family of nonsingular involutive distributions containing the

columns of G1 and being invariant under the drift vector field f1(x) and the columns

of G1.

Lemma 3.1. The family of distributions H has a minimal element [92].

I denote the minimal element of H by H0 that has dimension d. At each state x0

there is an open neighbourhood U0 ⊂ R2n−m of x0 on which H0 defines a foliation of

embedded d-dimensional slices in U0. The slice containing x0 is the set of all states

that are reachable along trajectories of the system starting from x0 and staying in

U0. This slice is called the reachable set from x0 and it is denoted by Rx0 ⊂ U0.

Lemma 3.2. The system in (3.13) is fully locally reachable, if and only if H0 is of

system’s dimension, i.e., d = 2n−m [92].
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To construct H0 for the system in (3.13), first the distribution spanned by the

columns of matrix G1 is considered. Then, the invariance condition of H0 under the

drift vector field f1(x) is imposed that results in the distribution

K := im(G1) + span{Lf1G
1
j |j = 1, · · · , n−m}

= im(G1)⊕ im

 −N

O(n−m)×(n−m)

 . (3.14)

Here, G1
j is the jth column of G1, and K is of dimension 2n−2m. The operators im(·)

and span(·) refer to the image of a matrix and span of a set of vectors, respectively.

Finally, since I assumed completely nonholonomic constraints in (3.3), the involutivity

condition of H0 results in at least a 2n−m-dimensional distribution which is equal to

the dimension of the system. Therefore, Based on dimension counting the dimension

of H0 is equal to that of the system, and (3.13) is fully locally reachable. Since the

system in (3.13) is a special case of the system in (3.9), its fully locally reachability

can be extended to the system in (3.9). �

Reachability is the necessary condition for local controllability . A fully locally

reachable system is locally controllable assuming that every initial state x0 is in the

interior of the reachable set Rx0 [93].

Assumption 3.2. The system in (3.13) and hence the system in (3.9) is locally

controllable.

Proposition 3.2. The systems in (3.9) is not full-state feedback linearizable by a

smooth state feedback.

Proof. A nonlinear control system is full-state feedback linearizable applying a smooth

state feedback if and only if it is fully locally reachable and also a nested sequence of

distributions defined by

Fk := span{LifGj|i = 0, · · · , k − 1, j = 1, · · · , n−m}, (3.15)

for k = 1, 2, · · · , are all involutive and constant dimensional [94]. Gj denotes the jth
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column of matrix G. The distribution F2 is

F2 = im(G) + span{LfGj|j = 1, · · · , s}

= im(G)⊕ im

−NM−1
r Br

W (q)

 , (3.16)

where Gj is the jth column of G and W : Q → R(n−m)×s. Since

im(

[
Os×n W (q)T

]T
) ⊂ im(G) and im(G) covers all directions tangent to Q, based

on the nonholonomicity of the constraints and positive definiteness of Mr and Br

being full rank, F2 is not involutive and hence the system in (3.9) is not full-state

linearizable by a smooth feedback. �

3.3.2 Input-output Linearization and Output-tracking

Let the b-dimensional vector y ∈ Rb denote the output of the system in (3.13). I

define the relationship between the states and the output of the system with the

smooth function
h : Q→ Rb

q 7→ y = h(q).
(3.17)

The relationship between the control input and the ith component of the output

is obtained by (i = 1, · · · , b):

ẏi = Lẋhi = Lf1hi

ÿi = L2
ẋhi = L2

f1hi + LG1µLf1hi.
(3.18)

The Lie derivatives in (3.18) are calculated as:

Lf1hi = (
∂hi
∂x

)T f1 = (
∂hi
∂q

)TNη (3.19)

L2
f1hi =

(
∂(Lf1hi)

∂x

)T
f1 = ηTNT ∂

2hi
∂q2

Nη+
n−m∑
j=1

(
(
∂hi
∂q

)T
∂Nj

∂q
Nη

)
ηj

LG1µLf1hi = (
∂hi
∂q

)TNµ (3.20)

where Nj denotes the jth column of the matrix N , ηj is the jth component of the
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vector η, ∂
∂q

is the Jacobian of a scalar or vector function, and ∂2

∂q2 denotes the Hessian

of a scalar function.

Let us define the input-output decoupling matrix

F :=
∂h

∂q
N, (3.21)

and the vector function w : X → Rb, whose ith component is given in (3.20). Then,

the input-output map is described by:

ÿ = w + Fµ. (3.22)

Assumption 3.3. Hereinafter, the dimension of the output equals to the difference

between the dimension of Q and the number of completely nonholonomic constraints.

i.e., b = n−m. Hence the decoupling matrix F is square.

Assumption 3.4. The decoupling matrix F is everywhere nonsingular.

Remark 3.1. Since the output is a smooth function on Q, and based on Assumption

3.2 and 3.4, the system in (3.9) along with the output defined in (3.17) is locally

input-output controllable.

Proposition 3.3. Based on Assumption 3 and 4, the system in (3.9) along with the

output defined in (3.17) is input-output linearizable with relative degree 2, applying a

static state feedback.

Proof. Based on Assumption 3 and 4, the decoupling matrix F is everywhere invert-

ible and hence the system in (3.13) along with the output in (3.17) is input-output

linearizable applying the static state feedback:

µ(x,u) = F−1(q)(u−w) (3.23)

where the vector u ∈ Rb denotes the vector of control inputs in the resulting closed

loop system. Under this feedback transformation, the input-output relation is in the

form of a double integrator.

ÿ = u. (3.24)

Clearly, the control input obtained from substitution of (3.23) in (3.12) results in the

same input-output linearized system in (3.24) for the system in (3.9). �
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In (3.24) I introduce the external dynamics of the system in (3.9) along with the

output in (3.17), applying the feedback transformation in (3.23) and (3.12). Hence,

the state space X can be partitioned into the 2b-dimensional space of external states

denoted by Z2 ⊂ X (the space of output and its velocity) and an (n− b)-dimensional

space of the internal states, denoted by Z1. The external states z2 ∈ Z2 are in the

following form:

z2 =

[
yT ẏT

]T
. (3.25)

The components of the internal states z1 ∈ Z1 are obtained as n − b arbitrary real

valued functions z1i : X → R satisfying two conditions: (i) the coordinate transfor-

mation mapping T : X → Z1×Z2 that maps x to the vector z = [zT1 , z
T
2 ]T must be a

local diffeomorphism, and (ii) the dynamics of the internal states must be independent

of τ ,i.e.,

(
∂z1i

∂x
)TG = 0 i = 1, · · · , n− b. (3.26)

Proposition 3.4. Real-valued functions z1i locally exist for the system in (3.9) with

the output in (3.17).

Proof. This proposition is a direct consequence of Theorem 13.1 in [24]. �

The internal/external state decomposition (known as the normal form) for the

system in (3.9) is expressed as:

ż1 = ω(z1, z2)

ż2 = A2
cz2 +B2

cu
(3.27)

where the ith component of ω is

ωi =

(
∂T

∂x
f(T−1(z))

)
i

, i = 1 · · · n− b (3.28)

and A2
c ∈ R2b×2b and B2

c ∈ R2b×b are the constant matrices representing the conical

form of a chain of two integrators.

A local diffeomorphism as a state transformation can also be defined to partition

the space of internal states into: (i) the a-dimensional space Zo1 ⊂ Z1 containing

the observable internal states from the output in (3.17) for the control system in

(3.9), and (ii) (n− b− a)-dimensional space Zu1 ⊂ Z1 containing the states that are

unobservable from the output in (3.17) for both control systems in (3.27) and (3.9).
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Let us consider the elements zo1 ∈ Zo1 and zu1 ∈ Zou. Based on this decomposition, the

system in (3.27) can be further transformed to

żu1 = ωu(zu1 , z
o
1, z2)

żo1 = ωo(zo1, z2)

ż2 = A2
cz2 +B2

cu,

(3.29)

where the functions ωu and ωo describe the dynamics of the observable and unob-

servable internal states, respectively.

Remark 3.2. Given the fact that the observability decomposition is dependent on the

output function, this decomposition is discussed in details in Section 3.4 for a specific

output function.

I denote the desired trajectories for the external states by z2d(t), for the observable

internal states by zo1d(t), and for the unobservable internal states by zu1d(t), where

t ∈ R+ refers to time.

Remark 3.3. Based on Assumption 3, the system in (3.9) is not kinematically redun-

dant. Hence, zo1d(t) and zu1d(t) are uniquely determined based on z2d(t) and the initial

desired configuration of the system, applying the set of kinematic equations in (3.6).

The tracking error dynamics of the system in (3.29) can be formed as

żu1e = ωu
e (z

u
1e, z

o
1e, z2e, t),

żo1e = ωo
e(z

o
1e, z2e, t),

ż2e = Acz2e +Bcv,

(3.30)

where zo1e := zo1 − zo1d(t) is the tracking error of the observable internal states, zu1e :=

zu1 − zu1d(t) is the tracking error of the unobservable internal states, z2e := z2 − z2d

is the tracking error of external states and finally v := u− ÿd(t). The functions ωu
e

and ωo
e respectively describe the error dynamics of the observable and unobservable

internal states, based on (3.29).

Remark 3.4. Since the elements of Zu1 are not affecting the output in (3.17) for

the control system in (3.9), their asymptotic stability in an output-tracking control

problem is of less importance as long as they are bounded.

Problem 3.1 (Output-tracking Control Problem). Given a twice differentiable desired

feasible trajectory yd(t) for the output of the system, find a control law v that
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tracks z2d(t) with an asymptotically stable tracking errors z2e and zo1e, and a bounded

tracking error zu1e .

The stability of the tracking error for the elements of Zo1 can be investigated based

on the concept of tracking-error zero dynamics . The tracking-error zero dynamics is

the error dynamics of the internal states when the output error is kept identically zero

applying an appropriate control input. Accordingly, the tracking-error zero dynamics

of zo1e is

żo1e = ωo
e(z

o
1e, 0, t) (3.31)

Assumption 3.5. The function ωo
e is locally Lipschitzian in (zo1e, z2e), uniformly

with respect to t ≥ 0.

Proposition 3.5. If the tracking-error zero dynamics in (3.31) is locally uniformly

asymptotically stable, then zo1e is locally uniformly asymptotically stable, after deter-

mining v as a solution of output tracking control problem.

Proof. Considering Assumption 3.5, this proposition is the direct consequence of

lemma B.2.4 on page 514 in [92]. �

Assumption 3.6. I assume that the tracking error zu1e is bounded, if the tracking

errors z2e and zo1e are both locally uniformly asymptotically stable and the desired

trajectories are bounded.

3.4 Implementation on a Six-wheel Type (1, 1) Au-

tonomous Lunar Rover

In this section, the developed theory is implemented on a Lunar six-wheel type (1, 1)

autonomous rover. Type (1, 1) autonomous rovers is referring to the category of

such systems whose motion in only one direction (forward/backward) can be directly

controlled and their orientation is indirectly controlled during the forward/backward

motion through a single steering command [51].

Remark 3.5. In type (1, 1) autonomous rovers, system may contain more than one

steering degree-of-freedom, but to ensure mobility of the system axes of rotations of

all steerable wheels must intersect at the center of turning (Ackerman Condition). See

Fig. 3.1. This results in holonomic constraints between steering degrees of freedom

and hence system indirectly rotates by a single steering command.
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The system under study can be modelled as the composition of a main body which

is the most massive part of the rover and six driven wheels located on three parallel

axes and connected to the main body by ideal joints. Wheels located on centre and

rear axes can only have axial rotation while the front wheels are allowed to have both

steering and axial rotation relative to the main body. To each part, a body-fixed

coordinate frame is assigned. For the main body, the origin of the coordinate frame is

located at the middle of the center wheels’ axis, its x-axis is aligned with the rover’s

forward direction of motion and its y-axis is in the lateral direction pointing towards

the port side (xy-frame). For the wheels, the assigned body coordinate frames are

located at the centre of the wheels and their axes are parallel to those of main body

frame when axial rotation and steering angles are all equal to zero. The schematic of

the system is depicted in Fig. 3.1, where x0y0-frame is the inertial coordinate frame,

the vector [xcm ycm]T denotes the position of the main body’s centre of mass in xy-

frame, 2c is the lateral distance between the wheels, and L and L0 are respectively

the longitudinal distances between the front and rear wheels from the origin of xy-

frame. Further, the radius of the wheels is denoted by Rw. Assuming that the system

Figure 3.1: Schematic of the system

only has planar motion, the configuration manifold of the system Q̂ = SE(2) × T8
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(Cartesian product of Special Euclidean group and 8-torus) is 11 dimensional, i.e.,

n̂ = 11, and the generalized coordinates of the system are

q̂ =

[
xb yb θ ψs δs ψ1 ψ2 ψ3 ψ4 ψp δp

]T
∈ Q̂. (3.32)

Here, [xb yb θ]
T ∈ SE(2) is the position and orientation of xy-frame from x0y0-frame

and expressed in the inertial frame, ψs, ψp ∈ T1 are respectively the rotation of the

starboard and port front wheels, δs, δp ∈ T1 are the steering angle of the starboard and

port front wheels, respectively, and ψ1, ψ2, ψ3, ψ4,∈ T1 refer to the axial rotations of

port center wheel, starboard center wheel, port rear wheel, and starboard rear wheel,

respectively.

The imposed constraints on the system are (i) a constraint between steering an-

gles of the front wheels due to the Ackerman condition, and (ii) the no longitudinal

and lateral slip condition at all wheels, except rear wheels. Considering the rover’s

mobility, the no-lateral velocity constraint at the rear wheels is relaxed in this thesis,

and they are assumed to skid-steer.

Accordingly, the number of everywhere linearly independent constraints is r = 9

and the constraint matrix Â is formed as in (3.33).

Â(q̂) =



0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 −dfA
dδp

− sin(δp + θ) cos(δp + θ) L cos(δp) + c sin(δp) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

− sin(θ) cos(θ) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

cos(δp + θ) sin(δp + θ) L sin(δp)− c cos(δp) 0 0 0 0 0 0 −Rw 0

cos(δs + θ) sin(δs + θ) L sin(δs) + c cos(δs) −Rw 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

cos(θ) sin(θ) −c 0 0 −Rw 0 0 0 0 0

cos(θ) sin(θ) c 0 0 0 −Rw 0 0 0 0

cos(θ) sin(θ) −c 0 0 0 0 −Rw 0 0 0

cos(θ) sin(θ) c 0 0 0 0 0 −Rw 0 0


(3.33)

The first row of Â captures the constraint between the steering degrees of freedom,

where

δs = fA(δp) = tan−1(
tan(δp)

1 + 2c tan(δp)

L

). (3.34)
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The second and third rows of Â refer to the no-lateral velocity constraint at the wheel-

ground contact point of the port front wheel and the center wheels, respectively. The

remaining rows correspond to the no-longitudinal velocity constraint at the wheel-

ground contact point of all six wheels.

Remark 3.6. Since the center wheels are always parallel, their corresponding no-lateral

velocity constraints are linearly dependant. Hence, to include both constraints only

one equation is considered when forming Â. Further, since the steering angles are

assumed to satisfy the Ackerman condition, the no-lateral velocity constraint at the

starboard front wheel is linearly dependant on the second and third rows of Â; and

hence it is excluded, when forming Â.

Based on the Lagrange d’Alembert principle, the equations of motion of the rover

are derived. The matrices M̂(θ) and Ĉ(θ, ˙̂q) in (3.2) are obtained and presented in

Appendix A. Assuming that only planar motion is allowed, the vector ĝ ≡ 0. The

vector of control inputs τ consists of the torques applied to all wheels collocated to

their axial motion along with the steering torques applied to the front wheels, i.e.,

dim(τ) = s = 8 and the matrix of control directions B̂ is

B̂ =

[
O3×8 I8×8

]T
. (3.35)

Based on the imposed constraints, one possible choice of matrix N̂ is:

N̂ =



Rw

L
cos(θ)(L cos(δp) + c sin(δp)) 0

Rw

L
sin(θ)(L cos(δp) + c sin(δp)) 0

Rw

L
sin(δp) 0

N̂4,1 0

0 N̂5,2

cos(δp) 0

2c

L
sin(δp) + cos(δp) 0

cos(δp) 0

2c

L
sin(δp) + cos(δp) 0

1 0

0 1



, (3.36)
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where

N̂4,1 = sin(δp)(
2c

L
cos(δs) + sin(δs)) + cos(δp) cos(δs),

N̂5,2 =
L2

2c2 + L2 − 2c2 cos(2δp) + 2cL sin(2δp)
.

The dimension of the involutive closure of the distribution D = im(N̂) is calculated

using Wolfram Mathematica software and it is equal to seven. This means that the

system experiences 9−(11−7) = 5 completely nonholonomic constraints. In addition

to the Ackerman condition, which is the holonomic constraint reflected in the first

row of Â, system experiences three other holonomic constraints:

(i) Subtracting the constraint equation associated with the seventh row of Â from

that associated with its sixth row leads to a holonomic constraint between the

rotation of the main body and axial rotations of the center wheels:

−2cθ̇ −Rw(ψ̇1 − ψ̇2) = 0

⇒ θ − Rw

2c
(ψ2 − ψ1) = 0

(3.37)

(ii) Similarly, repeating the same procedure for the last two rows of Â, I obtain:

−2cθ̇ −Rw(ψ̇4 − ψ̇3) = 0

⇒ θ − Rw

2c
(ψ4 − ψ3) = 0.

(3.38)

Accordingly by equating (3.37) and (3.38), the following equivalent holonomic

constraint is obtained.

(ψ2 − ψ1)− (ψ4 − ψ3) = 0. (3.39)

(iii) Finally, subtracting the summation of the constraint equations corresponding to

the sixth and seventh rows of Â from the summation of the constraint equations

corresponding to its last two rows, the following holonomic constraint is formed.

(ψ̇2 + ψ̇1)− (ψ̇4 + ψ̇3) = 0⇒ (ψ2 + ψ1)− (ψ4 + ψ3) = 0 (3.40)
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Assumption 3.7. In this thesis, it is assumed that based on the assignment of body

coordinate frames, the integration constant after integrating the holonomic constraint

equations are all equal to zero.

Combining (3.37)-(3.40), I derive the following set of holonomic constraint equa-

tions to be imposed on the system.

θ − Rw

2c
(ψ2 − ψ1) = 0,

ψ1 − ψ3 = 0,

ψ2 − ψ4 = 0.

(3.41)

According to all holonomic constraints, I form the 7-dimensional restricted configura-

tion manifold Q = R2×T5 whose elements are denoted by q = [xb yb ψs ψ1 ψ2 ψp δp]
T

and I have the inclusion map

q̂ = ιQ(q) =

[
xb yb

Rw

2c
(ψ2 − ψ1) ψs fA(δp) ψ1 ψ2 ψ1 ψ2 ψp δp

]T
(3.42)

Therefore, the nonzero elements of the Jocabian of this inclusion map J are

J1,1 = J2,2 = J4,3 = J6,4 = J7,5

= J8,4 = J9,5 = J10,6 = J11,7 = 1

J3,4 = −J3,5 =
−Rw

2c

J5,7 =
dfA
dδp

(δp)

(3.43)

The constraint matrix A associated with the remaining linearly independent nonholo-

nomic constraints is obtained based on (3.4), where the matrix

E =

[
O5×1 I5×5 O5×3

]
. (3.44)

I choose the directly measurable states of the rotational velocity and steering

velocity of the port front wheel as the 2-dimensional quasi-velocity vector, i.e., η =
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ψ̇p δ̇p

]T
. Hence, the matrix N is identified as

N =



Rw

L
cos(θ)(L cos(δp) + c sin(δp)) 0

Rw

L
sin(θ)(L cos(δp) + c sin(δp)) 0

N̂4,1 0

cos(δp) 0

2c

L
sin(δp) + cos(δp) 0

1 0

0 1



. (3.45)

The reduced state space representation in (3.9) for the autonomous Lunar rover

can now be formulated based on the determined matrices N, J, B̂, M̂ , and Ĉ (see

Appendix A), and the definition of η and the map ιQ. Note that the vector of system

states is x = [qT,ηT ]T ∈ X .

The output functions for various types of rovers that make the system in (3.9)

input-output linearizable by applying static state feedback is presented in [56]. The

type (1, 1) autonomous rover systems are input-output linearizable by applying static

state feedback, if the inertial location of a virtual reference point in front of the

steerable port front wheel (look-ahead point) is defined as the output (see Fig.3.1).

This output function and its corresponding decoupling matrix F are respectively

y(q) =

xb + L cos(θ)− c sin(θ) + l cos(δp + θ)

yb + L sin(θ) + c cos(θ) + l sin(δp + θ)

 , (3.46)

F =


Rw

L
(L cos(θ + δp)− l sin(δp + θ) sin(δp)) −l sin(δp + θ)

Rw

L
(L sin(θ + δp) + l cos(θ + δp) sin(δp)) l cos(θ + δp)

, (3.47)

where l > 0 is the distance between the look-ahead point and the center of port front
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wheel and θ is substituted from (3.41). With this choice of output the determinant

of the decoupling matrix F is equal to lRw and it is everywhere full rank. Therefore,

the system is input-output linearizable applying static state feedbacks in (3.12) and

(3.23).

Proposition 3.6 (observability). For the system under study, considering the state

space representation in (3.9) and output in (3.46), the axial rotation of both front

wheels ψs, ψp along with the summation of the axial rotation of the center wheels

ψ1 + ψ2 are locally unobservable at all states.

Proof. Let S be a family of nonsingular involutive co-distributions, being invariant

under the drift vector field f(x) and the columns of G(x) in (3.9) and they contain

the span of exact co-vector fields corresponding to the components of the output in

(3.46):

G0 := span{(∂y1

∂x
)T , (

∂y2

∂x
)T}. (3.48)

Lemma 3.3. The set of co-distributions S has a minimal element [92].

I denote the minimal element of S by S0 and its involutive annihilator distribution

by S⊥0 . At each state x0 ∈ X there is an open neighbourhood U0 ⊂ X of x0 on which

the integral of S⊥0 defines a foliation of largest possible embedded slices with dimension

equal to that of S⊥0 in U0 containing the unobervable states from the output in (3.46).

To construct S0 for the system under study based on (3.9) and (3.46), first the

co-distribution G0 is formed. Since y is only a function of q, the Lie-bracket of any

co-vector field in G0 with respect to columns of G(x) remains in G0 and hence G0

is invariant under the columns of G(x). Then, the invariance condition of elements

of S0 under the drift vector field f is checked. For the first basis element of G0 this

condition results in the co-distribution G1:

G1 = G0 + span{Lf (
∂y1

∂x
)T}, (3.49)

where

Lf (
∂y1

∂x
)T = fT (

∂2y1

∂x2
)T + (

∂y1

∂x
)T
∂f

∂x
. (3.50)

For the system under study this Lie derivative is calculated using Wolfram Mathe-

matica and the result is a co-vector field that is always traverse to G0. Therefore, G1

is of dimension 3. Repeating the same procedure for the second basis element of G0,
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I obtain the four dimensional co-distribution G2:

G2 = G1 ⊕ span{Lf (
∂y2

∂x
)T}. (3.51)

Based on the normal form in (3.27), I have at least 4 observable states, i.e., output

and its velocity, which is consistent with what I have found so far. Imposing the

involutivity condition, the co-distribution S0 is obtained as the involutive closure of

G2. Calculating G2 and its involutive closure using Wolfram Mathematica software,

the annihilator distribution of S0 at non-zero velocity states of the system is obtained

as

S⊥0 =


0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0


T

. (3.52)

To obtain the unobservable states, the distribution S⊥0 needs to be integrated.

Hence, the unobservable states are {ψ1 + ψ2, ψp, ψs}.
The dimension of the co-distribution S0 for the system under study based on the

state space representation in (3.9) along with the output in (3.46), differs at different

states of the system. For example, when the system is stationary the dimension of

S0 is 4, i.e., the system contains 9 − 4 = 5 unobservable states (only output and its

velocities are observable). However, the maximum dimension of S0 is 6 indicating

that regardless of the state, the system always has at least the 3 unobservable states

identified earlier. �

To construct the normal form state space representation in (3.29) for the system

under study, including the observability decomposition of the internal dynamics, I

introduce zo1 =

[
θ = Rw

2c
(ψ2 − ψ1) δp

]T
, zu1 =

[
ψ2 + ψ1 ψs ψp

]T
, and

z2 =

[
z6 z7 z8 z9

]T
:=

[
yT ẏT

]T
. (3.53)

It can be simply validated that this set of internal states satisfies the condition in

(3.26) and the state transformation T is a diffeomorphism. Accordingly, the functions
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ωu and ωo in (3.29) for the system under study are

ωu =Nu(δp)F
−1

z8

z9


ωo =N o(δp)F

−1

z8

z9


(3.54)

where

N o =


Rw sin(δp)

L
0

0 1

 ,

Nu =


N̂4,1 0

2c

L
sin (δp) + 2 cos (δp) 0

1 0

 .
(3.55)

The tracking-error zero dynamics corresponding to zo1 is formed as:

θ̇e =

[
Rw sin(δp)

L
0

]
F−1

z8d

z9d

− θ̇d
δ̇pe =

[
0 1

]
F−1

z8d

z9d

− δ̇pd,
(3.56)

where θe and δpe respectively refer to the error in θ and δp, and z8d, z9d, θ̇d, and

δ̇pd denote the desired velocities of the output, θ, and δp, respectively. Applying

Lyapunov’s indirect method, it is proved that based on this choice of output for type

(1, 1) rovers, the tracking-error zero dynamics and consequently the error dynamics of

zo1 is asymptotically stable, if the system moves in forward direction, and it is unstable

during backward motion [56]. During backward motion when the system is slightly

perturbed, it completely turns and continues its motion in forward direction. The

reasons behind this behaviour are: (i) the location of the virtual reference point is in
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Figure 3.2: The unstable behaviour of the system during backward motion
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front of the center of rotation of the system located at the middle of center wheels’

axis. (rear wheels are allowed to skid), and (ii) in backward motion the rotation of

the main body is in opposite direction of the steering.

This non-minimum phase behaviour during backward motion can be resolved by

revising the output in (3.46) in order for the virtual reference point to be behind

the center of rotation (look-behind case) and to turn in the negative direction of the

steering.

Assumption 3.8. In this thesis, I assume that the Lunar autonomous rover only

moves in forward direction, and hence zo1e is asymptotically stable towards origin

based on the output defined in 3.46.

Remark 3.7. Since for the Lunar rover the dynamics of zu1 in (3.29) only depends on zo1

and z2, and z2e and zo1e are asymptotically stable due to the proposed output-tracking

control law in (4.14) and Assumption 3.8, respectively, the error dynamics żu1e → 0

while t→∞; and hence zu1 is bounded.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, a reduced state-space representation of the governing equations of

motion of constrained mechanical systems was proposed. It was proved that such sys-

tems are fully locally reachable, and fully locally controllable under the assumption

that both initial and terminal states are in the interior of the reachable set. How-

ever, due to the nonholonomicity of the constraints, such systems are not full-state

linearizable, but they are input-output linearizable if the input-output decoupling

matrix is everywhere invertible. The input-output linearization was performed and

the internal-external state decomposition (normal form) was obtained. To investi-

gate the stability of the internal dynamics, internal states were also decomposed into

the set of states which are observable from the output before applying the feedback

transformation and the unobservable ones. Since the unobservable internal states are

not affecting the output, their asymptotic stability towards the desired trajectory is

of less importance if they are bounded. The concept of tracking-error zero dynamics

was defined to examine the asymptotic stability of the observable internal states. Fi-

nally, a six-wheel type (1, 1) autonomous rover was considered as the case study, and

it was shown that it is input-output linearizable if the location of a virtual reference
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point in front of the steerable wheel is defined as the output. Based on this output,

the steering angle and the rotation of the body are observable internal states, and

the rotations of the wheels are unobservable internal states. It was shown that if the

rover moves in the forward direction the observable internal states are asymptotically

stable and the unobservable internal states are bounded.



Chapter 4

Robust Optimal Output Tracking

4.1 Overview

The input-output feedback linearized control system in (3.27) is only valid if all

system’s parameters are completely known and the system is not subject to any dis-

turbances. In this chapter, a control law is proposed based on Sliding Mode Control

(SMC) scheme to ensure robustness against bounded time-dependant matched uncer-

tainties in the inertia parameters. Applying the input-output linearization feedback

transformation to the nominal plant, an uncertain input-output map is introduced.

Then, an optimal sliding manifold is proposed based on the finite-horizon linear-

quadratic regulator design problem with split boundary value conditions. In the next

stage, a switching control law is proposed and its stability towards the sliding man-

ifold is proved using Lyapunov’s direct method. To alleviate the chattering effect,

the method of boundary layer is implemented. The developed theory is implemented

on the type (1,1) six-wheel autonomous Lunar rover and its efficacy is compared

to the proposed optimal proportional integral derivative (PID) controller through a

developed simulation environment.

4.2 Uncertain Model

Assumption 4.1. In this thesis, perfect sensory data acquisition and complete knowl-

edge of kinematic (geometric) parameters of the system is assumed.

Let us introduce a time-dependant c-dimensional vector of uncertain inertia

parameters and disturbance forces ρ in a bounded neighbourhood f ⊂ Rc, i.e.,

38
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ρ : R+ → f. In the mechanical system described in (3.2), the uncertainties appear in

the form of addition of uncertain terms ∆M̂ : Q̂×f→ Rn̂×n̂, ∆Ĉ : TQ̂×f→ Rn̂×n̂,

and ∆ĝ : Q̂×f→ Rn̂ to the mass matrix, Coriolis matrix, and the vector of potential

forces, respectively. I consider disturbance forces in the following form

$̂ =
w∑
1

Ĵdi$̂i, (4.1)

where $̂i are functions of time and Ĵdi : Q̂ → Rn̂ are the directions of disturbance

forces. Accordingly, the uncertain state space representation of the system in (3.9) is

ẋ = fu(x) +Gu(x)τ, (4.2)

where

fu(x) =

 Nη

−(Mr + ∆Mr)
−1((Cr + ∆Cr)η+ (gr + ∆gr)−$r)

, (4.3)

Gu(x) =

 On×s

(Mr + ∆Mr)
−1Br

 , (4.4)

and I have the terms

∆Mr := NTJT∆M̂JN, (4.5)

∆Cr := NTJT∆M̂JṄ +NT (JT∆M̂J̇)N +NTJT∆ĈJN, (4.6)

∆gr := NTJT∆ĝ, (4.7)

$r := NTJT $̂. (4.8)

Let us separate the nominal dynamics from the terms involving uncertainties and

disturbances in (4.2). Applying the partially linearizing feedback in (3.12) and the

input-output linearization feedback in (3.23) to the system in (4.2) and substituting

η and η̇ by

η = F−1ẏ,

η̇ =
b∑

j=1

∂F−1
j

∂q
NF−1ẏẏj + F−1ÿ,

(4.9)
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the resultant uncertain closed loop input-output map becomes

ÿ = Λ(q,ρ)−1(u + σ(q, q̇,ρ, ẏ)). (4.10)

Here, F−1
j refers to the jth column of the matrix F−1, ẏj refers to the jth component

of output velocity and

Λ := Ib×b + FM−1
r ∆MrF

−1, (4.11)

σ := FM−1
r (−∆Mr

b∑
j=1

∂F−1
j

∂q
NF−1ẏẏj −∆CrF

−1ẏ −∆gr +$r). (4.12)

Assumption 4.2. I assume the following bound for the Frobenius norms

FM−1
r ∆MrF

−1 < ε1 where ε1 is constant real numbers.

Remark 4.1. In this thesis, by the norm of a matrix or a vector I always mean the

square Frobenius norm.

Assumption 4.3. In many applications of the developed theory, the dimension of

the output b = n − m = 2. Examples include different types of autonomous rovers,

under water or aerial vehicles moving in a plane. Therefore, I assume b = 2 in the

rest of the thesis. With some extra work, the analysis presented in this thesis may

be extended to higher dimensional outputs.

Assumption 4.4. I assume ε1 <
1

1+
√

2
.

Consequently based on Assumption 4.3 and 4.4, the determinant of matrix Λ

is always strictly positive. Hence, this matrix is always invertible and its diagonal

elements are strictly positive. The state-space representation of the error-dynamics

of the uncertain mapping in (4.10) becomes:

ë = Λ(q,ρ)−1(v + σe(q,ρ, ė, t)), (4.13)

where e = y − yd, and σe = σ+ (I− Λ)ÿd.

Assumption 4.5. σe < ε2, where ε2 is a constant real number.

Sliding mode control as a variable structure control method can be applied to

the system in (4.13) to stabilize the tracking error of the output, which guarantees

robustness against bounded uncertainties. The design of SMC is performed in two
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steps: (i) designing the sliding manifold on which error becomes asymptotically stable

towards the origin, (ii) designing a switching control law pushing a system outside

of the sliding manifold towards it. Accordingly, the control law designed based on

SMC consists of an equivalent control input denoted by the 2-dimensional vector

veq associated with the motion on the sliding manifold, and a switching control law

denoted by the 2-dimensional vector vs, i.e.,

v = veq + vs. (4.14)

4.3 Optimal Sliding Manifold Design

The sliding manifold determines the convergence behaviour of the output error to

zero, when the system operates in nominal conditions (with no uncertainties and

disturbances). Considering the nominal linearized input-output map in (3.24) along

with an integral action to eliminate steady state error and improve robustness, the

state space representation of the error dynamics becomes :

ẏe = A3
cye +B3

cveq, (4.15)

where

ye :=

[(∫ t

0

eT (τ)dτ

)
eT ėT

]T
∈ R6,

and A3
c ∈ R6×6 and B3

c ∈ R6×2 are the constant matrices representing the canonical

form of a chain of three integrators. Note. τ denotes a dummy time.

Problem 4.1 (LQR Control Problem). In system (4.15) find the control input veq(t) to

asymptotically stabilize the origin for ye, while reaching the origin in a pre-specified

finite time tf and minimizing the following performance measure functional,

Π(veq(t), e(t)) =
1

2

∫ tf

0

(
vTeqKvveq + eTKee

)
dt, (4.16)

where Kv and Ke are both 2× 2 positive definite diagonal weighting matrices.

The solution can be found based on the variational principle. I first form the

Hamiltonian function H as :

H (veq,ye,p) = vTeqKvveq + eTKee + pT ẏe(veq,ye), (4.17)
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where the 6-dimensional vector p is a vector of Lagrange multipliers, i.e., co-states,

and the functionality of ẏe is in (4.15). The necessary conditions for the optimal

trajectory and the optimal control input beside the constraint coming from the error

dynamics in (4.15) are [95]:

ṗ∗ = −∂H
∂ye

(y∗e ,v
∗
eq,p

∗), (4.18)

0 =
∂H

∂veq
(y∗e ,v

∗
eq,p

∗)⇒ v∗eq = −K−1
v

[
O2×4 I2×2

]
p∗, (4.19)

where the superscript asterisk refers to the optimal curves. Substituting v∗eq in (4.15)

and (4.18), the 12 number of linear first order ordinary differential equations known

as the reduced state co-state equations become:

ẋ∗ep = ALx∗ep, (4.20)

where the 12-dimensional vector x∗ep = [(y∗e)
T , (p∗)T ]T and AL ∈ R12×12 is a constant

matrix (see Appendix B). The solution of this equation is

x∗ep = BL(t)x∗ep(t0) (4.21)

where BL = exp(ALt) is the state transition matrix.

Let BLf = BL(tf ), which can be partitioned as

BLf =

BLf1,1 BLf1,2

BLf2,1 BLf2,2,

 , (4.22)

where BLfi,j ∈ R6×6 (i, j = 1, 2). Considering the split boundary value conditions

y∗e(tf ) = 0 and y∗e(0) = ye, the optimal control input v∗eq is obtained in the form of

a PID controller. I set the equivalent control input veq as

veq = v∗eq = −
[
K∗I K∗p K∗d

]
ye, (4.23)
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where the matrix of optimal gains is:[
K∗I K∗p K∗d

]
= −K−1

v

[
O2×4 I2×2

]
B−1
Lf12BLf11. (4.24)

The matrix BLf12 based on the structure of matrix AL is invertible (see Appendix

B). The obtained control law in (4.23) results in the convergence of the error on the

following manifold

ë +K∗d ė +K∗pe +K∗I

∫ t

0

e(τ)dτ = 0. (4.25)

Integrating this manifold, the following 2-dimensional relative degree one sliding man-

ifold s is designed:

s = ė +K∗de +K∗p

∫ t

0

e(τ)dτ +K∗I

∫ t

0

(∫ τ

0

e(τ1)dτ1

)
dτ = 0. (4.26)

4.4 Switching Control Law

After designing an optimal sliding manifold, the switching control law vs is obtained

based on the uncertain error dynamics in (4.13), such that the sliding manifold s = 0

is attractive in finite time. Let us define the function α(ye) and the constant k0 as

α(ye) :=
(
√

2 + ε1)(veq + ε2) + veq
1− ε1

, (4.27)

k0 :=
ε1

1− ε1
. (4.28)

Theorem 4.1. For any function β satisfying the condition

β(ye) ≥
α

1−
√

2k0

+ β0, (4.29)

where β0 is a strictly positive arbitrary constant, the switching control law,

vsi = −βsgn(si) (4.30)

makes the system in (4.10) asymptotically stable towards the optimal sliding manifold

in (4.26) as long as FM−1
r ∆MrF

−1 < ε1 <
1

1+
√

2
and σe < ε2.

Proof. Prior to providing the stability proof of the proposed switching control law,
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let us remind some important properties of the matrix Λ. Based on Assumption 4.3,

4.2, and 4.4, I have:

(i) Due to triangle inequality,
√

2− ε1 < Λ <
√

2 + ε1

(ii) Decomposing Λ into matrices of its diagonal elements Λd and its off-diagonal

elements Λo, i.e., Λ = Λd+Λo, it can be deduced that Λo < ε1, and the diagonal

elements of Λd are strictly positive.

(iii) The determinant of Λ is strictly positive.

(iv) Since Λ is two by two, Λ−1 = Λ
det(Λ)

.

(v) The matrix Λ−1 can be also decomposed into the matrices of its diagonal ele-

ments Λ−1
d and its off-diagonal elements Λ−1

o , i.e., Λ−1 = Λ−1
d + Λ−1

o . Since Λ is

two by two, it can be deduced that Λ−1
o = Λo

det(Λ)
and Λ−1

d = Λd

det(Λ)
.

For stability proof, I consider the following positive definite function as a Lyapunov

candidate

V (s) =
1

2
sT s. (4.31)

The time derivative of V is

V̇ = sT ṡ = sT [Λ−1(vs + veq + σe) + veq], (4.32)

using the definition of the sliding surface in (4.26) and veq in (4.23), and the uncer-

tain error dynamics in (4.13). I write V̇ = V̇1 + V̇2, where V̇i = siṡi, for i = 1, 2.

Decomposing the matrix Λ−1 into the matrices of its diagonal elements Λ−1
d and its

off-diagonal elements Λ−1
o , (4.32) becomes:

V̇ = sTΛ−1
d vs + sTΛ−1

o vs + sT [Λ−1(veq + σe) + veq]. (4.33)

Hence,

V̇i ≤ siΛ
−1
di vsi + si(Λ

−1
o vs + Λ−1(veq + σe) + veq), (4.34)

where Λ−1
di refers to the ith diagonal element of matrix Λ−1

d , and si denotes the ith

component of vector s. Since Λ−1
di is a positive number,

V̇i

Λ−1
di

≤ sivsi + si
Λ−1
o vs

Λ−1
di

+ si
Λ−1(veq + σ) + veq)

Λ−1
di

. (4.35)
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Considering the norm inequality for a diagonal element of Λ, i.e., 1 − ε1 < Λdi, and

based on property (v) for the matrix Λ, an upper bound for the right hand side of

(4.35) is obtained by substituting a lower bound of the denominators.

V̇i

Λ−1
di

≤ sivsi + si
det(Λ)Λ−1

o vs
1− ε1

+ si
det(Λ)Λ−1(veq + σ) + veq)

1− ε1

= sivsi + si
Λovs
1− ε1

+ si
Λ(veq + σ) + veq)

1− ε1
. (4.36)

Based on properties (i) and (ii) for the matrix Λ and Assumption 4.4, an upper bound

for the right hand side of (4.36) is obtained by substituting the upper bounds of the

nominators. According to (4.27) and (4.28) I have

V̇i

Λ−1
di

≤ sivsi + si
ε1vs

1− ε1
+ si

(
√

2 + ε1)(veq + ε2) + veq)

1− ε1
= sivsi + si(α+ k0vs). (4.37)

Substituting vsi from (4.30) and considering the fact that vs ≤
√

2β, I obtain

V̇i

Λ−1
di

≤ −βsisgn(si) + si(α +
√

2k0β) = si(α− β(1−
√

2k0)).

Since based on Assumption 4.4, 1 −
√

2k0 > 0, it can be deduced from (4.29) that

−β(1−
√

2k0) ≤ −α− β0(1−
√

2k0). Hence,

V̇i

Λ−1
di,i

≤ −si(β0(1−
√

2k0)) < 0. (4.38)

Since V̇ = V̇1 + V̇2, the inequality in (4.38) guarantees that V̇ is negative definite

under the assumptions of the theorem and the closed-loop system is stable towards

the sliding manifold s = 0. �

To alleviate the chattering effects, the sign function in the switching control law

(4.30) can be approximated by a high-slope continuous saturation function

vsi = −β(ye)sat(
si
κ

), (4.39)
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where for a constant 0 < κ� 1

sat(
si
κ

) :=


−1 si ≤ −κ
si
κ
−κ < si < κ

+1 si ≥ κ

Based on the switching control law in (4.39), the two components of the Lyapunov

function V , i.e., V1 and V2, satisfy the following inequality instead of (4.37):

V̇i

Λ−1
di

≤ −βsisat(
si
κ

) + si(α + k0vs). (4.40)

Clearly in the region where si ≥ κ (for i = 1, 2), the inequality (4.38) still holds; and

hence the system in (4.10) reaches the boundary layer si ≤ κ (for i = 1, 2) around

the optimal sliding manifold (4.26) in finite time and remains inside thereafter.

Remark 4.2. Inside of the boundary layer si ≤ κ ( for i = 1, 2) around the optimal

sliding manifold, the vector ye is bounded and reaches a positively invariant set in

finite time. This leads to tracking with a guaranteed precision which can be arbitrarily

adjusted by choosing κ [24, 96].

The block diagram of the proposed control strategy is depicted in Fig. 4.1, where

the vectors qm and q̇m are the set of measurable generalized coordinates and ve-

locities. The states and the outputs of the system that are not measurable can be

computed using the inverse differential kinematics relationship in (3.6) based on the

nonholonomic constraints and the kinematics equations in (3.17) and (3.18), respec-

tively.

Remark 4.3. If s > n − m , i.e., if the system contains redundant control directions,

the matrix Br in (3.12) is not a square invertible matrix. Accordingly, specifying the

vector of control inputs µ to accomplish a control task does not result in a unique

solution for the control inputs τ in (3.8). In this thesis, the right pseudo-inverse

algorithm is employed to find a solution for τ that minimizes the quadratic norm of

the control actions.

Remark 4.4. If the system starts its motion with an initial error, it might be far from

the optimal sliding manifold in (4.26). This can result in producing large amounts of
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Optimal PID in (4.23)

Kinematics Equations

in (3.17) and (3.18)

Switching Law in (4.30)

∫

+ Feedback in (3.23) Feedback in (3.13) System

Inverse Differential Kinematics in (3.6)

along with an integrator

yd, ẏd, ÿd −

∫
e

e, ė

veq

veq

ÿd

vs

u µ τ y

qm, q̇m

q,η
q,η

q,η

q,η

y, ẏ

+

Figure 4.1: Optimal output-tracking sliding mode control block diagram

control actions by the proposed switching control law at the beginning of the motion.

This drawback can be rectified by properly setting initial values for the integral or

double integral terms in (4.26) in order for the system to start its motion on the

sliding manifold.

4.5 Implementation on a Six-wheel Lunar Rover

For this case study, I consider the following uncertainties in the inertia parameters:

(i) an unknown constant mass ml with a bounded time-varying unknown moment

of inertia about the z-axis (out of the plane of motion) Izl(t) that moves with a

bounded unknown time varying trajectory [xl(t) yl(t)]
T in the main body’s xy-frame,

(ii) an unbalanced port center wheel modeled as an unknown bounded time-varying

added mu to the wheel at an unknown constant radius Ru. In terms of disturbances,

I consider an unknown bounded time-varying friction force with the magnitude of

−$rsgn(θ̇) that is applied on the rear wheels in the lateral direction. Accordingly,

the vector of uncertain parameters ρ is formed as:

ρ(t) =

[
ml xl yl Izl mu Ru $r

]T
. (4.41)
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As the result, the non-zero elements of the matrix ∆M̂(θ, ψ1,ρ) are

∆M̂1,1 = ∆M̂2,2 = ml +mu

∆M̂1,3 = ∆M̂3,1 = −mlxl sin(θ)− (cmu +mlyl) cos(θ)

∆M̂1,6 = ∆M̂6,1 = −muRu sin(ψ1)

∆M̂2,3 = ∆M̂3,2 = mlxl cos(θ)− (cmu +mlyl) sin(θ)

∆M̂3,3 = Izl + c2mu +ml(x
2
l + y2

l )

∆M̂3,6 = ∆M̂6,3 = cmuRu cos(θ) sin(ψ1)

∆M̂6,6 = muR
2
u.

(4.42)

The matrix ∆Ĉ(θ, ψ1,ρ, ρ̇, ˙̂q) is then obtained as

∆Ĉ =
∂∆M̂

∂θ
θ̇ +

∂∆M̂

∂ψ1

ψ̇1 +
7∑
i=1

∂∆M̂

∂ρi
ρ̇i +



O2×11

˙̂qT ∂∆M̂
∂θ

O2×11

˙̂qT ∂∆M̂
∂ψ1

O5×11


, (4.43)

where ρi refers to the ith element of ρ. The vector of uncertain potential forces ∆ĝ

due to the unbalanced wheel is

∆ĝ =


O5×1

−muguRu cos(ψ1)

O5×1

 , (4.44)

where gu denotes the gravitational constant. Finally, the direction of the friction

disturbance force is determined to be

Ĵd =

[
− sin(θ) cos(θ) −L0 O1×8

]
. (4.45)

Subsequent to determining the uncertain matrices ∆M̂ and ∆Ĉ, the vector ∆ĝ, and

the row vector Ĵd, the uncertain state-space representation in (4.2) can be formed
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Figure 4.2: Desired trajectory for the rover: (a) desired path (b) desired forward
velocity of the rover (c) desired steering angles of port (black line) and starboard
(blue line) front wheels

for the Lunar autonomous rover and the proposed robust optimal output-tracking

control law can be implemented.

4.5.1 Simulation Results

The Lunar autonomous rover system along with the proposed controller is modeled in

MATLAB R2019b. Table 4.1 depicts the values of the parameters used in the model

of the system, modeled uncertainties, and the controller. A desired trajectory for the

rover is considered that includes an acceleration from zero velocities with 0.18m/s2 in

the forward direction of motion for 100s and two steering commands at 10s and 40s.

The desired initial value for the vector of generalized coordinates q̂ is set to be

q̂d(0) =

[
−L− l −c O1×9

]T
,

such that the initial value of the desired output trajectory is zero. Following this

desired trajectory, the origin of the xy-frame moves on a figure-eight path while it is

continuously accelerating (see Fig. 4.2). Based on (3.46) the desired trajectory for

the output is determined. Note that the designed trajectory has large velocities to

highlight the effect of uncertainties at the output.

According to the weighting matrices Kv and Ke and the convergence time tf
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Rover Parameters

L[m] L0[m] c[m] Rw[m]

1 0.5 0.5 0.3

l[m] xcm[m] ycm[m] mr[Kg]

1 0.25 0 600

mw[Kg] Jr[Kg/m2] Jwy[Kg/m2] Jwz[Kg/m2]

40 450 1.3 1

Uncertain Parameters

ml[Kg] xl[m] ẋl[m/s] yl[m]

250 −0.5 cos (t/3) 0.16 sin (t/3) 0.3 sin (t/3)

ẏl[m/s] mu[Kg] ṁu[Kg/s] Ru[m]

0.1 cos (t/3) 0.1− 0.025 cos (5t) 0.125 sin (5t) 0.3

Izl[Kg/m2] İzl[Kg/m2s] $r[N] gu[m/s2]

75− 20 cos (t/2) 10 sin (t/2) 140 1.636

Control Parameters

Kv Ke tf [s] ε1

I2×2 I2×2 10 0.31

ε2 κ β0

1 0.55 0.0001

Table 4.1: Kinematic and dynamic parameters of the Lunar rover, uncertain param-
eters defined in the simulation, and control parameters
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reported in Table 4.1, the matrix of optimal gains in (4.26) is obtained as:

[K∗I K∗p K∗d ] =

0.14 0 1.19 0 1.55 0

0 0.14 0 1.19 0 1.55

 .
The function β in the switching control law (4.30) is selected using the equality

condition in (4.29) to be

β(ye) =
α

1−
√

2k0

+ β0, (4.46)

where α and k0 are defined in (4.27) and (4.28), respectively. I assume that the rover

starts its motion with zero velocity, an initial error [0 0.5]T in the output, and at the

configuration described by

q̂(0) =

[
−L− l −c+ 0.5 O1×9

]T
.

To start the motion of the system on the optimal sliding manifold, I introduce an

initial value for the integral of the error, based on (4.26).

The simulation is once conducted only with the proposed optimal PID control

law obtained in (4.23) as part of the output-tracking SMC design. The results corre-

sponding to this simulation are labeled by “OPID”. The same scenario is simulated

using the optimal output-tracking SMC with both veq in (4.23) and the switching

control law in (4.39), whose results are labeled by “ORS”. The errors in the tra-

jectory tracking for the rover, the output and the steering angles are shown in Fig.

4.3. Further, the control torques at all wheels and the steering degrees of freedom are

compared in Fig. 4.4.

Based on Fig. 4.3 in both control approaches, system is navigated from its initial

location towards the desired trajectory and tracks it with an acceptable amount of

error, caused by the imposed uncertainties and disturbances (maximum error almost

equals to 0.2m in OPID and 0.02m in ORS for 1.2km traveled distance). However,

it is evident that adding the proposed switching control law improves the robustness

of the controller and reduces the error by one order of magnitude (from near 0.2m

to near 2cm). Considering Fig. 4.3.c and Fig. 4.3.d, the output converges to its

desired trajectory almost at the prescribed time of tf = 10s, while according to

Fig. 4.3.a and Fig. 4.3.b the rover reaches its prescribed trajectory slightly after
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10s. In addition since the controllers were designed to regulate the system output,

it is observed from Fig. 4.3 that the magnitude of the error in the rover motion is

marginally more than that of the output, throughout the simulation. This difference

is directly influenced by the location of the look-ahead point. The system particularly

demonstrate non-minimum phase behaviour due to its nonholonomicity in the first

10s of its motion, where the controller attempts to zero the error in y2 in the expense

of introducing considerable errors in xb and steering angles. It is also noted that

the effects of uncertainties at the output are directly correlated with the amount of

the rover acceleration and its velocity, due to the appearance of uncertainties in the

mass matrix and the Coriolis and Centrifugal terms. This is the reason behind the

observed increase in the error in Fig. 4.3 as the time elapses.

According to Fig. 4.4, the control actions produced by the ORS control scheme

follow the same trend comparing with those obtained in the OPID case, with the

addition of some chattering effects as the result of the proposed switching control

law. The magnitude of the chattering can be adjusted by a proper choice of the

variable κ. Generally, smaller κ results in smaller magnitude of errors but larger

amplitude of chartering in control actions. Based on the adjusted variable for κ (see

Table 4.1), the highest amplitude of chattering is observed to be near 5N.m. When

the system moves with a constant velocity (after time 100s) on a circle since the

center of mass is located ahead of the origin of the xy-frame, both controllers are

producing time-varying brake forces to compensate for the Coriolis effects. The low-

frequency oscillations (with large amplitude) in the produced control actions by both

control laws during circling are due to the sinusoidal changes in the location of the

center of mass of the system. Throughout the motion, the system also experiences

high-frequency oscillations (with small amplitude) in the produced control torques

as the result of the unbalanced port center wheel. The period of the high-frequency

oscillations decreases as the velocity of the system increases.

4.6 Summary

In this chapter, the uncertain error dynamics of the output was introduced by ap-

plying the input-output linearization feedback transformation to the nominal plant.

Accordingly, under the boundedness assumption of the uncertain terms, a robust
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Figure 4.3: Performance comparison of OPID and ORS in terms of error in (a) xb,
(b) yb, (c) y1, (d) y2, (e) δp, and (f) δs
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of control commands generated by OPID (left) and ORS
(right) laws. From the top to the bottom row, the plots respectively correspond
to torques at the front wheels, center wheels, rear wheels, and steering degrees
of freedom.
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output tracking control algorithm was proposed based on sliding mode control with

an optimally designed sliding manifold. Stability of the system towards the sliding

manifold was proved using Lyapunov’s direct method. To alleviate the chattering

effect, the method of boundary layer was implemented and the discontinuous switch-

ing control law was replaced by the continuous saturation function. The developed

theory was implemented on a six-wheel autonomous Lunar rover and the efficacy of

that was compared to a proposed optimal PID controller, in a simulation environ-

ment. It was shown that both control approaches were able to navigate the system

from its initial location towards a desired trajectory and track it with an acceptable

amount of error. However, the proposed robust control law reduced the error by one

order of magnitude and demonstrated resilient behaviour. Further, the control ac-

tions in both control methods followed the same trend, but the robust control signals

contained some chattering effects as the result of the proposed switching control law.



Chapter 5

Optimal Control Distribution and

Traction Control

5.1 Overview

In Chapter 4, I improved the tracking performance by designing a robust optimal

output-tracking control law. In this chapter, employing redundant control directions,

an optimization algorithm is proposed to further enhance the system performance,

without affecting the tracking performance. Then, the developed methodology is used

to improve traction of autonomous rover/vehicle systems. Under some explained as-

sumptions, the tractive and ground normal reaction forces are approximated. Such

approximations are used in defining a cost function whose optimality results in max-

imizing traction. The proposed theory is implemented on the six-wheel type (1, 1)

autonomous Lunar rover. Using a developed software-in-the-loop simulation envi-

ronment, which includes a high-fidelity 3-dimensional model of the rover in Vortex

Studio, the estimations of normal and tractive forces are validated. Additionally,

the efficacy of the proposed dynamic traction controller is investigated using both

MATLAB and Vortex simulation environments by comparing the results with the

conventional right pseudo-inverse solution.

5.2 Optimal Control Distribution

In this section, I introduce the notion of optimal control distribution for the con-

strained mechanical systems considered in this thesis that are not kinematically re-

dundant; however, they include redundant control directions. For such systems, the

56
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variation of control input in the null directions not only does not affect the output

dynamics, but it also leaves the internal dynamics unchanged. An optimization in

these null directions may be implemented to improve force/moment interaction of the

system with its environment. For autonomous rover/vehicle systems, this can result

in a dynamic traction controller.

Let us consider a cost functional R for the closed-loop system defined by (3.9),

(3.12), (3.23) and (4.14):

R(x,τ,xd) =

∫ tf

0

r(x,τ,xd)dτ, (5.1)

which is optimized for a performance indicator r as the performance indicator and

a given desired trajectory xd for the closed-loop system. Note. τ denotes a dummy

time. This optimization is formulated as follows:

min
τ(·)

R(x,τ,xd). (5.2)

subject to: (3.9), (3.12), (3.23), (4.14) (5.3)

Based on the variational principle, the necessary conditions of the optimality are

obtained by

δR =

∫ tf

0

(
∂r

∂x
δx +

∂r

∂τ
δτ+

∂r

∂xd
δxd)dτ = 0,

subject to: (3.9), (3.12), (3.23), (4.14)

(5.4)

for an arbitrary variation of the system. Here, δ means the variation of a curve. In this

section, instead of formally appending the constraints to the performance indicator

according to the Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle, I simply reason the effects of the

constraints on the variation of R.

Based on Assumption 3.1, system contains redundant control directions and the

matrix Br defined in (3.8) is not square. Hence, the lift from the right side of (3.12)

to the space of actual control actions τ has infinite number of solutions. Let us

decompose the vector of control actions

τ = τ‖ + τ⊥. (5.5)

Here, τ⊥ is the component of τ in ker(Br), where ker(·) denotes the kernel of a matrix,
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and it can be obtained by:

τ⊥ = W (q)τa, (5.6)

where W (q) : Q → Rs×(s−b) is a matrix whose columns span ker(Br) and τa ∈ Rs−b.

In addition, τ‖ is the component of τ orthogonal to ker(Br) and it is obtained by

τ‖ = BT
r (BrB

T
r )−1τb, (5.7)

for some τb ∈ Rb. Therefore, the solutions of (3.12) take the following form:

τ = τ‖ + τ⊥ = BT
r (BrB

T
r )−1uf +W (q)τa, (5.8)

for an arbitrary τa, where uf := Crη+gr +Mrµ is the right hand side of (3.12). The

solution of (3.12) in the orthogonal directions to ker(Br), i.e., when τa = 0, is often

known as the right pseudo-inverse.

As the desired and actual trajectories of the output are prescribed by the proposed

control law in Chapter 4 and they are intended to be kept unchanged, and since the

system is not kinematically redundant based on Assumption 3.3, the constraints in

(5.4) can be translated into

δxd = 0,

δx = 0,

δτ‖ = 0.

(5.9)

Hence, the necessary conditions in (5.4) converts into the following simple form:

∂r

∂τa
= 0, (5.10)

which is equivalent to minimizing r, assuming convexity of this function. Hereinafter,

r is referred to as the cost function.

Remark 5.1. The orthogonal projection used in the determination of τ‖ minimizes

the quadratic norm of τ and results in the uniform distribution of control actions

in different control directions. If same actuators are used at all control directions,

uniform distribution of the control actions means minimizing the dissipated energy

in the system.

The block diagram of the proposed control algorithm along with the optimal

distribution of control actions is depicted in Fig.5.1, where the vectors qm and q̇m
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PID feedforward controller
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Figure 5.1: Control block diagram with optimal control distribution

are the set of measurable generalized coordinates and velocities. The states and the

outputs of the system that are not measurable can be computed using the inverse

differential kinematics relationship in (3.9), and the output equations in (3.17), and

(3.18). For simplicity and emphasizing on the optimal control distribution, in this

chapter, the error dynamics of the output is asymptotically stabilized only applying

veq using a PID controller, and it is assumed that system is not subject to any source

of uncertainties.

5.3 Dynamic Traction Control

In this section, the introduced optimal control distribution in Section 5.2 is employed

to improve the traction of planar autonomous rovers/vehicles by defining a proper cost

function r. Such systems lose traction whenever the imposed zero-velocity constraints

at wheel-ground contact points are violated. These constraints are satisfied by the

virtue of continuously applying constraint forces, appearing as the vector of Lagrange

multipliers in the dynamical equations. Since the wheel-ground contact points have

zero velocity in the constrained directions, these constraint forces are indeed ground

static frictions. Considering the Coulomb friction model, once at any contact point

the ratio of such a force over the normal ground reaction force passes the static

friction threshold, system experiences dynamic friction and violation of constraints.

Therefore, to keep the system away from the verge of traction loss, the cost function

r may be defined based on this ratio. In the following, I first calculate the tractive

forces and then the normal forces, under the ideal nonholonomic assumption and
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some technical conditions that hold for the majority of systems under investigation.

Assumption 5.1. I assume that the constraints not corresponded to zero velocity

of wheel-ground contact points are all holonomic and integrated.

Remark 5.2. As shown in Section 3.2, the imposed constraints related to zero velocity

condition of wheel-ground contact points may also result in holonomic constraints.

However, since tractive forces at all wheels are required for traction optimization, I

only integrate the holonomic constraints described in Assumption 5.1, and restrict

the dynamics to the corresponding configuration manifold. This restriction does not

affect the output-tracking control scheme presented in Chapter 4, which was derived

by integrating all holonomic constraints.

Specifying the inclusion map ι(q) and its Jacobian J(q), and the matrix E in (3.4)

for this restriction, the equations of motion of a planar vehicle is derived based on

(3.6), where the magnitude of tractive forces are represented by the elements of the

vector λ. This vector can be determined by differentiating the constraint equations

in (3.3) with respect to time and substituting q̈ by dynamical equations in (3.6).

0 =
d

dt
(Aq̇) = Aq̈ + Ȧq̇,

→ AM−1(−Cq̇ +Bτ+ ATλ) + Ȧq̇ = 0,
(5.11)

where

Ȧ(q, q̇) =
n∑
j=1

∂A(q)

∂qj
q̇j. (5.12)

Note. Since the planar autonomous rovers/vehicles are considered, g ≡ 0 in (3.6).

From (5.11) it can be deduced that:

λ(q, q̇,τ) = −(AM−1AT )−1
(
AM−1(−Cq̇ +Bτ) + Ȧq̇

)
. (5.13)

Since the matrix A is full rank and the mass matrix M is everywhere nonsingular, λ

can be uniquely determined from (5.13). I reformat (5.13) to achieve

λ = V (q, q̇) +D(q)τ, (5.14)
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where
V (q, q̇) := −(AM−1AT )−1(−AM−1Cq̇ + Ȧq̇),

D(q) := −(AM−1AT )−1AM−1B.

Assumption 5.2. I assume that the system is always in quasi-static condition in the

vertical (perpendicular to the plane of motion), roll, and pitch directions.

Let us denote the g-dimensional vector of normal reaction forces at all wheels

by n. Considering the forces and moments transferred to the chassis and based on

Assumption 5.2, n can be generally formulated as:

n = k(ς,ε, gu) + Φ(ς,ε,q)λ+ Π(ς,ε,q)τ, (5.15)

where ς is a vector of inertia and geometric parameters of the system, ε is a vector

of elasticity constants at suspension springs exploited when the problem is underde-

termined, gu is the gravitational constant, k ∈ Rg, Φ ∈ Rg×m, and Π ∈ Rg×s. Since

the terms included in (5.15) are dependant on the structure of the system, they are

discussed in more details in Section 5.4 for a specific autonomous rover system.

I define a vector n′ ∈ Rm such that its ith component corresponds to the normal

reaction force at the wheel-ground contact point generating the ith component of λ.

Let us introduce a matrix Ln : Rg → Rm mapping the vector of normal reaction forces

n to the vector n
′

i.e.,

n
′
= Lnn. (5.16)

I also introduce a diagonal matrix f ∈ Rm×m whose ith diagonal element corresponds

to the static fraction coefficient related to the ith component of n
′
.

Remark 5.3. The vector λ specified in (5.13) only includes the linearly independent

constraint forces, and obtaining individual tractive forces at all wheels is infeasible

in most applications. Additional information such as the amount of slippage, tire

elasticity, or 3D dynamics of the system is required to solve this underdetermined

problem.

Assumption 5.3. For simplicity, I assume uniform distribution of tractive forces

among the involved wheels with linearly dependant constraint directions, as discussed

in Remark 5.3. The average of normal reaction forces at the involved wheels is used

in the definition of n′. I also assume that such linear dependencies in the constraint

directions only exist in the lateral tractive forces at the wheels.
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This assumption is valid for the majority of autonomous rovers/vehicles including

type (1, 1) and type (2, 0).

Now that the functionality of tractive forces and normal reaction forces are speci-

fied under the explained assumptions, they can be employed to define the cost function

r with the aim of improving traction. For this purpose, a seemingly proper choice

for r would be a quadratic norm of a vector containing the ratio of tractive forces

over corresponding normal reaction forces by the inverse of static friction coefficients.

Minimizing this norm results in uniform distribution of tractive ratios with respect

to the static friction coefficients and maximizing traction [85–89]. However, this cost

function makes the necessary condition of optimality in (5.10) nonlinear with respect

to τa and numerical methods must be employed to solve for the optimal solution,

impeding its real-time implementation in dynamic tasks. In addition, consideration

of the magnitude of tractive forces without including their directions, as suggested

by this cost function, fails to realistically improve the vehicles’ traction on various

trajectories. For example, if I consider lateral along with the longitudinal tractive

forces when optimizing traction on a straight line, an unnecessary lateral tractive

force distribution is produced that deteriorates the overall traction of the system.

To alleviate the shortcomings associated with the existing traction control sys-

tems, I develop a two-stage optimization algorithm that separately considers the lat-

eral and longitudinal tractive forces with respect to the main body coordinate frame.

Additionally, I propose the cost function r to be a quadratic norm of the difference

between the tractive forces and their corresponding normal forces scaled by the static

friction coefficients. This cost function is linear with respect to τa and its minimiza-

tion reduces the quadratic norm of the vector of tractive ratios. To consider the sign

of tractive forces in this cost function, I introduce the notion of required acceleration

at the system’s center of mass.

Assumption 5.4. I assume that the configuration manifold of the system is in the

form of a trivial fiber bundle with fibers being isomorphic to a Lie group and control

torques are only applied on the shape space of the system. The only external forces

to the system resulting in the change of momentum are assumed to be the tractive

forces [97]. I assume that the dynamical equation (3.6) is derived such that the first

3 rows (planar motion) correspond to the derivative of the total momentum of the

system about the origin of the main body coordinate frame. Further, the system’s

center of mass is assumed fixed in the main body coordinate frame.
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Under Assumption 5.4, I introduce the Jacobian Jc =

[
J̄c(q) O3×n−3

]
such that

ẏc = Jcq̇ where yc ∈ R3 is the location of the system’s center of mass in the inertial

coordinate frame expressed in the main body coordinate frame. Pre-multiplying both

sides of (3.6) by the matrix JTc , I have

JTc M q̈ + JTc Cq̇ = JTc Bτ+ JTc A
Tλ. (5.17)

Based on Assumption 5.4, JTc Bτ = O3×1 and it can be eliminated from (5.17). In

addition, I can replace q̈ in (5.17) by

q̈ = Ṅη+N η̇. (5.18)

Accordingly (5.17) becomes

JTc M(Ṅη+N η̇) + JTc Cq̇ = JTc A
Tλ. (5.19)

Based on (3.13), it can be deduced that η̇ = µ where µ is determined based on the de-

signed control input u through (3.24). Additionally, based on (3.12), the relationship

between µ and τ is

µ = M−1
r (Brτ− Crη). (5.20)

Substituting η̇ in (5.19) by (5.20)

JTc M(Ṅη+NM−1
r (Brτ− Crη)) + JTc Cq̇ = JTc A

Tλ. (5.21)

Considering decomposition (5.5), since the component τ⊥ ∈ ker(Br), (5.21) reads

JTc M(Ṅη+NM−1
r (Brτ‖ − Crη)) + JTc Cq̇ = JTc A

Tλ. (5.22)

The obtained vector on the left side of (5.22) specifies the total required force and

moment at the system’s center of mass, where forces and moments are decoupled,

expressed in the main body frame. Let us denote this vector by h.

h := JTc M(Ṅη+NM−1
r (Brτ‖ − Crη)) + JTc Cq̇. (5.23)

Additionally, a matrix whose columns specify the contribution of each component of
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λ in h, denoted by K is

K := JTc A
T . (5.24)

In the following subsections the traction optimization procedure is detailed first

for motion on a straight line, and then for moving on a general curve. It is noteworthy

that the motion on a straight line or on a curve can be distinguished by measuring the

steering angle in autonomous rovers with steering degrees of freedom. If the steering

angle is zero, it means that system is moving on a straight line. In type (2, 0) rovers,

estimation of the main body angular velocity can be used to examine whether the

system moves on a line or on a curve.

5.3.1 Moving on a Straight Line

Let us decompose the vector of tractive forces λ as

λ =

λf
λl

 , (5.25)

where λf ∈ Rg is the vector of longitudinal tractive forces whose dimension is specified

in Assumption 5.3 and λl ∈ Rm−g is the vector of lateral tractive forces with respect

to the local coordinate frame attached to the wheels. Similarly, the vector V and the

matrix D in (5.14) can be written in the following form:

V =

Vf
Vl

 , D =

Df

Dl

 . (5.26)

When the system is moving on a straight line, I consider the following cost function

for traction optimization.

rf =
1

2
(ffn− Ξfλf )

T (ffn− Ξfλf ) (5.27)

where ff ∈ Rg×g is a diagonal matrix whose elements are the static friction coefficients

at each wheel in longitudinal direction. Here, Ξf is the sign specifier for the total
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required longitudinal forces at the system’s center of mass:

Ξf =

{
1 h1(x,τ‖) ≥ 0,

−1 h1(x,τ‖) < 0,
(5.28)

where h1 is the first component of h.

Note. Based on Assumption 5.3, in (5.27) the vector n includes all required normal

reaction forces.

Substituting n in (5.27) by (5.15), rf becomes

rf =
1

2
(ff (k + Φλ+ Πτ)− Ξfλf )

T (ff (k + Φλ+ Πτ)− Ξfλf ). (5.29)

Substituting λ in (5.29) by (5.14) and based on decomposition in (5.26), I have

rf =
1

2
(ff (k + Φ(V +Dτ) + Πτ)− Ξf (Vf +Dfτ))T

(ff (k + Φ(V +Dτ) + Πτ)− Ξf (Vf +Dfτ)). (5.30)

Substituting τ by (5.5) and based on (5.6), I can introduce

pf = ff (k + Φ(V +Dτ‖) + Πτ‖)− Ξf (Vf +Dfτ‖),

Qf = (ffΦD + ffΠ− ΞfDf )W.

Assumption 5.5. I assume that the matrix Qf is everywhere full rank.

Accordingly, (5.30) becomes

rf =
1

2
(pf +Qfτa)

T (pf +Qfτa), (5.31)

and the necessary condition for the optimal solution τa is obtained as

QT
f (pf +Qfτa) = O(s−b)×1. (5.32)

Since the sign specifier Ξf is only a function of system’s states and τ‖, this condition

is linear with respect to τa; and hence, the optimal solution τ∗a is calculated by

τ∗a = −(QT
fQf )

−1QT
f pf , (5.33)
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where QT
fQf is an invertible square matrix, since Qf is assumed to be full rank,

uniquely determining the optimal solution.

This optimal distribution of control actions may result in wheel-fighting. In this

thesis, I call a rover’s wheel to fight against the rover’s motion, if the corresponding

tractive force λi at the wheel has negative contribution in the total required force at

system’s center of mass h, i.e.,

h ·Kiλi < 0, (5.34)

where the operator · represents the scalar product between two vectors and Ki is the

ith column of matrix K.

To investigate the wheel-fighting phenomenon, I calculate the longitudinal tractive

forces corresponding to the optimal control input τ∗ := τ‖ +Wτ∗a by

λ∗f = Vf +Dfτ
∗, (5.35)

and their contributions in the required force h by

ci = h ·Kiλ
∗
fi, (5.36)

where λ∗fi is the ith component of the vector λ∗f . I define the vector of fighting tractive

forces λfa ∈ Rh that contains the longitudinal tractive forces whose contributions in

the required force is less than a small positive number ε. Accordingly, I form the

vector Vfa and the matrix Dfa by respectively collecting the rows of Vf and Df

corresponding to the components of λfa. To prevent wheel-fighting, I kill the fighting

tractive forces generated due to the proposed optimal distribution of control actions.

I first find the subspace of ker(Br), where λfa = 0, through solving the following

equation for τa:

Vfa +Dfa(τ‖ +Wτa) = 0,

→ DfaWτa = −(Vfa +Dfaτ‖).
(5.37)

The space of all τa that satisfy (5.37) and kill the fighting tractive forces can be

identified by

τa = τa‖ +Wnτan, (5.38)

where

τa‖ = −(DfaW )T ((DfaW )(DfaW )T )−1(Vfa +Dfaτ‖) ∈ Rs−b (5.39)
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is the right pseudo-inverse solution of (5.37), Wn ∈ R(s−b)×(s−b−h) is a matrix whose

columns span ker(DfaW ), i.e., DfaWWn = 0, and τan ∈ R(s−b−h) is an arbitrary

vector. To kill the fighting tractive forces, I orthogonally project the vector of optimal

control distribution τ∗a onto the subspace identified by (5.38). A sub-optimal solution

τ∗
′

a is then obtained by

τ∗
′

a = τa‖ +Wnτan‖, (5.40)

where

τan‖ := W T
n (WnW

T
n )−1(τ∗a − τa‖), (5.41)

is the right pseudo-inverse solution.

Remark 5.4. The solution τ∗
′

a is not optimizing the defined cost function rf , but

since the orthogonal projection is used, it is the closest solution to τ∗a in the space

of control distributions killing the fighting tractive forces. The optimality of τ∗
′

a can

be investigated applying Karush–Kuhn–Tucker theorem which is out of scope of this

thesis [98].

Remark 5.5. If the dimension of λfa is greater than or equal to that of τa, i.e. h ≥ s−b,

the optimization becomes over-constrained, and the pseudo inverse solution provides

the best control distribution, i.e τa = 0.

Since I may introduce new fighting directions when applying τ∗
′

a , the above ex-

plained algorithm may be repeated for the sub-optimal control distribution τ∗
′

a in

the restricted subspace of ker(Br). In this process, I shrink the space of sub-optimal

solutions by adding new constraints, until I find a solution or exit without obtaining

a distribution. In the latter case, τa = 0 provides the best control distribution. The

complete flowchart of this optimization algorithm is depicted in Fig.5.2.

5.3.2 Moving on a Curve

In this thesis, I propose a two-stage optimization algorithm for traction improvement

when the system is moving on a curve. In the first stage, I focus on the traction

improvement in the lateral direction of the main body coordinate frame. Often,

this negatively impacts the traction in the longitudinal direction due to generating

a moment about system’s center of mass, which will be minimized as part of the

objective function proposed for the first stage of optimization. The rover’s traction
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Figure 5.2: Flowchart of the proposed traction optimization algorithm in linear mo-
tion
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in the longitudinal direction of the wheels is then optimized separately in the second

stage.

Lateral Traction Optimization

This stage of optimization suffers from a number of difficulties that prevents us from

using a similar cost function that presented in Section 5.3.1 to optimize the lateral

traction of the system: (i) The steering angles in a steerable system result in the

contribution of both λl and λf in the lateral direction of the motion. I must then

consider decomposition of the lateral and longitudinal tractive forces in the Euclidean

space, which inevitably introduces coupling between them. (ii) Linearly dependent

lateral tractive forces often exist in the system, making the problem of identifying all

tractive forces underdetermined, and hence, making the definition of the correspond-

ing normal forces problematic (Remark 5.3 and Assumption 5.3). (iii) The coupling

between the lateral and longitudinal traction optimization must be addressed.

Let λlb ∈ Rk (k = m− g) be the vector of tractive forces in the lateral direction of

the motion corresponding to the components of λl. Each component of λlb represents

the component of the corresponding lateral tractive force (identified by an element

of λl) in the lateral direction of the main body, along with any existing component

of longitudinal tractive forces in that direction. Such a coupling appears at steerable

wheels. The functionality of λlb is defined by

λlb = Υl(q)λ, (5.42)

where Υl : Rm → Rk. I also denote the vector of normal reaction forces corresponding

to the components of λlb by n
′

l, which is formed based on the definition of n
′

and

Assumption 5.3. The static friction coefficients for the lateral direction of the main

body are obtained according to the coupling between the components of λl and λf and

the projections performed onto the lateral direction of the motion in the definition of

λlb:

fl = Υl(q)f. (5.43)

Then, the elements of the vector Υl(q)fn′ = Υl(q)fLnn represent the multiplication

of the static friction coefficients in the lateral direction of the main body and the

normal reaction forces corresponding to the components of λlb.

Traction optimization in the lateral direction of the motion leads to an optimal
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distribution of the components of λlb based on the magnitude of the elements of

Υl(q)fn
′
. This distribution results in generating an excess moment about system’s

center of mass in comparison with the required moment, i.e. h3, the third component

of h. This excess moment has to be compensated by longitudinal tractive forces. In

other words, traction improvement in lateral direction negatively impacts traction

in the longitudinal direction. Hence, the difference between generated moment at

system’s center of mass by components of λlb and the h3, weighted by a positive

constant υ must be included in the definition of the cost function. Let us introduce a

row vector Υt : Rk → R mapping the components of λlb to their generated torque at

system’s center of mass, denoted by mlb. Therefore,

mlb = ΥtΥl(q)λ. (5.44)

Based on the above considerations, the cost function rl for traction optimization

in the lateral direction of the motion is defined as:

rl = (Γn−Υλ− κ)TΛ(Γn−Υλ− κ), (5.45)

where

Γ :=

Υl(q)fLn

O1×g

 Υ :=

 ΞlΥl(q)

−ΥtΥl(q)

 κ :=

 Ok×1

h3(x,τ‖)

 Λ :=

 Ik×k Ok×1

O1×k υ

 .
(5.46)

Here, the parameter Ξl is the sign specifier for the total required lateral forces at the

system’s center of mass:

Ξl =

{
1 h2(x,τ‖) ≥ 0

−1 h2(x,τ‖) < 0
(5.47)

where h2 is the second component of h.

Remark 5.6. As determination of the terms Υl, Ln, and Υt is dependant on the

structure and the type of the autonomous rover/vehicle, it is discussed in more detail

in section 5.4 for a specific autonomous rover system.

Substituting n in (5.45) by (5.15), rl becomes

rl = (Γ(k + Φλ+ Πτ)−Υλ− κ)TΛ(Γ(k + Φλ+ Πτ)−Υλ− κ). (5.48)
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Substituting λ in (5.48) by (5.14) I have

rl = (Γ(k + Φ(V +Dτ) + Πτ)−Υ(V +Dτ)− κ)T

Λ(Γ(k + Φ(V +Dτ) + Πτ)−Υ(V +Dτ)− κ). (5.49)

Substituting τ by (5.5) and introducing

pl =Γ(k + Φ(V +Dτ‖) + Πτ‖)−Υ(V +Dτ‖)− κ,

Ql =(ΓΦD + ΓΠ−ΥD)W,
(5.50)

(5.48) becomes
1

2
(pl +Qlτa)

TΛ(pl +Qlτa). (5.51)

Hence, the necessary condition for the optimal solution τ∗a is

QT
l ΛQlτ

∗
a = −QT

l Λpl ⇐⇒ Qlτ
∗
a = pl, (5.52)

when Ql is full-rank, which holds for car-like rovers containing steering and with

wheels located on parallel axes when the steering angles are non-zero.

Assumption 5.6. I assume that the dimension of the vector λlb is less than the

number of redundant control directions, i.e. k < s− b.

Based on Assumption 5.6 the matrix QT
l ΛQl is not full-rank. Accordingly, (5.52)

has infinite number of solutions. Additionally, based on the structure of autonomous

rovers and particularly for car-like rovers, even the matrix Ql is close to be rank

deficient at small steering angles. To remove this rank deficiency, I consider the

singular value decomposition of Ql, and identify the singular values close to zero

using a tolerance. These singular values are then removed and a well-conditioned

full-rank matrix Q
′

l is introduced. The space of optimal solutions of (5.52) can be

obtained as the summation of an arbitrary vector lied in ker(Q
′

l), and the unique

vector τ∗l‖ in the subspace orthogonal to ker(Q
′

l), i.e.,

τ∗a1 = τ∗l‖ +Q
′

lnτln. (5.53)

Here, Q
′

ln is a matrix whose columns span ker(Q
′

l) and the vector τln is an arbitrary

vector, such that τ∗l‖ = Q
′T

l (Q
′

lQ
′T

l )−1pl. Note that the value of τln does not change
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the optimal lateral tractive distribution.

Longitudinal Traction Optimization

Now that the traction optimization is performed for the lateral directions and the

space of optimal solutions is obtained in (5.57), the second stage of optimization is

performed within this space concerning the traction improvement in the longitudinal

direction of the wheels. Let λ∗lb be the vector of the optimal lateral tractive forces

obtained from the first stage of optimization, i.e,

λ∗lb = Υl(V +D(τ‖ +Wτ∗l‖). (5.54)

Accordingly, the vector of required forces and moments at the system’s center of mass

h must be updated. I denote the updated vector by

hl := h−KΥT
l λ
∗
lb. (5.55)

The second optimization can be defined as finding an arbitrary vector τln mini-

mizing the following cost function:

rfl =
1

2
(ffn− Ξflλf )

T (ffn− Ξflλf ), (5.56)

which is similar to rf in Section 5.3.1. Here, the sign specifier Ξfl is a diagonal matrix

whose components are determined based on hl. If the required moment around the

center of mass, i.e. the third component of hl, is positive (counter clock wise), the

components of Ξfl behind the elements of λf related to the port side must be −1

and those related to the starboard side must be 1. On the other hand if the third

component of hl is negative (clock wise), this order is switched. Components of Ξfl

behind the elements of λf which are not producing any torques about system’s center

of mass are also determined based on the sign of longitudinal required force at the

center of mass, i.e. the first component of hl.

Let us substitute τ and Ξf in (5.30), respectively by

τ = τ‖ +W (τl‖ +Q
′

lτln). (5.57)
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and Ξfl. Introducing

pfl := ff (k + Φ(V +Dτ‖ +DWτl‖) + Π(τ‖ +Wτl‖)

− Ξfl(Vf +Df (τ‖ +Wτl‖)),

Qfl := (ffΦD + µΠ− ΞflDf )WQ
′

ln,

the rfl becomes

rfl =
1

2
(pfl +Qflτln)T (pfl +Qflτln). (5.58)

Then the necessary condition for the optimal solution τ∗ln becomes

QT
flQflτln = −QT

flpfl. (5.59)

Since Q = (ffΦD + µΠ − ΞfDf )W is assumed to be full rank, and generally, the

number of longitudinal tractive forces are more than the dimension of τln, the matrix

QT
flQfl is invertible and the optimal solution τ∗ln can be uniquely determined as

τ∗ln = −(QT
flQfl)

−1QT
flpfl. (5.60)

The same procedure for preventing the wheel fighting as explained in 5.3.1 is im-

plemented. The only difference here is that during examining the contributions, the

total required force at the center of mass in lateral direction is not considered (it is

related to the first optimization). In other words, I replace the second component of

hl by zero.

Remark 5.7. Since k is often small, existence of the wheel fighting in the lateral direc-

tion after the first optimization is less probable. However, I can test the contribution

of generated lateral forces on the lateral required force and if system experiences

fighting, the optimization is not performed and only the pseudo inverse solution is

used. The same applies whenever the number of tractive forces that must be killed

is more than or equal to the dimension of the vector τln.

5.4 Implementation on a Six-wheel Lunar Rover

Remark 5.8. For simplicity, in this section, I consider that the steering torque is only

applied to the port front wheel. Accordingly, dim(τ) = s = 7 and the last column
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Fig.5.2
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Figure 5.3: Flow chart of the proposed traction optimization algorithm in turning
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of matrix B̂ in (3.2) must be eliminated and its fifth row must contain only zeros. I

also stabilizes the input-output linearized error dynamics of the system using only a

simple proportional integral derivative control law (PID).

To begin with, let us eliminate the non-tractive holonomic constraint forces by

performing a proper restriction of the configuration manifold. For the system under

study, only the constraint between steering degrees of freedom (Ackerman condition)

is non-tractive. That constraint is stated in the first row of matrix Â in (3.33).

Accordingly the restricted configuration manifold changes to Q = R3 × T7 whose

elements are q = [xb yb θ ψs ψ1 ψ2 ψ3 ψ4 ψp δp]. The inclusion map ι(q) also

becomes

q̂ = ιQ(q) =

[
xb yb θ ψs fA(δp) ψ1 ψ2 ψ3 ψ4 ψp δp

]T
, (5.61)

and the non zero elements of its Jacobin are

J1,1 = J2,2 = J3,3 = J4,4 = J6,5 = J7,6 = J8,7 = J9,8 = J10,9 = J11,10 = 1,

J5,10 =
dfA
dδp

(δp).
(5.62)

The dynamical equations described in the restricted configuration manifold Q in (3.6),

needs to get updated according to the new restriction. Consequently, the matrix E

changes to E = [O8×1 I8×8].

By updating the matrix N to the following matrix

N =



Rw

L
cos(θ)(L cos(δp) + c sin(δp)) 0

Rw

L
sin(θ)(L cos(δp) + c sin(δp)) 0

Rw

L
sin(δp) 0

N4,1 0

cos(δp) 0

2c

L
sin(δp) + cos(δp) 0

cos(δp) 0

2c

L
sin(δp) + cos(δp) 0

1 0

0 1



, (5.63)
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Figure 5.4: Free body diagram of the system under study in the roll, pitch, and
vertical directions

where

N4,1 = sin(δp)(
2c

L
cos(δs) + sin(δs)) + cos(δp) cos(δs),

the reduced projected state space representation of the system in the configuration

manifold restricted by non-tractive holonomic constraints is obtained based on (3.8).

Based on the determined matrices, the vector of tractive constraint forces λ ∈ R8

for the system under study, can now be calculated based on (5.13). In respect to

the arrangement of constraints in the constraint matrix A = EJT Â, the first two

components of λ corresponding to the tractive forces in the lateral directions of the

wheel λl and the rest are corresponding to λf .

For the system under study, the normal reaction forces can be estimated based on

Assumption 5.2. The free body diagram of the main body assuming that all control

torques and lateral tractive forces are positive is depicted in Fig.5.4. In this figure,

forces are illustrated by black arrows and moments are illustrated by red arrows.

Additionally, λ1 and λ2 respectively denote the first and second components of λ and

τi denotes the throttle/brake control torque applied to each wheel, Ni denotes the

ground normal reaction forces and wi denotes the weight of the wheels (indices are

chosen based on Fig.3.1).

Remark 5.9. Since the planar motion is assumed, the moments generated by lateral

tractive forces (λlb) around the wheel-body joints, are approximately equal to the

multiplication of the tractive forces and radius of the wheels. Additionally, such

moments along with the control torques applied to wheels can be transferred to the
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main body with a negative sign, based on Assumption 5.2.

Assumption 5.7. All wheels have equal weight denoted by ww.

According to Assumption 5.2, the summation of all forces in the vertical direction

is equal to zero,i.e.,

N1 +N2 +N3 +N4 +Np +Ns −mrgu − 6ww = 0, (5.64)

Additionally, the summations of all moments produced at point 4, See Fig.5.4, in

the pitch and roll directions are equal to zero, i.e.,

+x
∑

Mroll4 = (N1 +N2)L0 + (Np +Ns)(L0 + L)

− (xcm + L0)mrgu − 2ww(2L0 + L) + Rwφ
T
1 λ+ πT1 τ = 0, (5.65)

+x
∑

Mpitch4 = (N1 +N3 +Np)2c− (ycm + c)mrgu

− 6wwc+Rwφ
T
2 λ+ πT2 τ = 0, (5.66)

where
∑
Mroll4 is the total moment produced at point 4 in roll direction,

∑
Mpitch4

is the total moment produced at point 4 in pitch direction, and

φ1 =

[
− sin (δp) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

]T
π1 =

[
cos (fA) 1 1 1 1 cos (δp) 0

]T
φ2 =

[
cos (δp) 1 O1×6

]T
π2 =

[
sin (fA) O1×4 sin (δp) 0

]T
are determined based on the sequence of components in vectors τ and λ. Clearly,

these equations are not enough to obtain all normal reaction forces and the problem

is underdetermined. To resolve this, I assume that the difference between the normal

reaction forces and the weight of the wheels are transferred to the main body through

suspension springs which are only allowed to deform in the vertical direction, i.e.,

such forces are equal to the multiplication of the suspension springs’ stiffness and
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their deformation. Let us denote the deformations of the suspension spring at A

by ∆A. Assuming that the main body is rigid and the displacement angles in roll

direction, denoted by ∆r, and in pitch direction, denoted by ∆p, is small, the following

relationships between the deformations of the springs can be derived:

∆2 = ∆A − L0∆r,

∆s = ∆A − (L+ L0)∆r,

∆3 = ∆A − (2c)∆p,

∆1 = ∆A − L0∆r − 2c∆p,

∆p = ∆A − (L+ L0)∆r − 2c∆p,

(5.67)

where ∆1, ∆2, ∆3 respectively denote the vertical deformation of the springs located

at the wheels 1, 2, and 3, ∆s is the vertical deformation of the suspension spring

corresponding to starboard front wheel, and ∆p is the vertical deformation of the

port front wheel’s suspension spring. Let us denote the stiffness of the suspension

springs corresponding to front wheels by kf , center wheels by kc, and rear wheels by

kr. Based on the first and third equations in (5.67) I can substitute ∆r and ∆p by

∆r = −∆2 −∆A

L0

,

∆p = −∆3 −∆A

2c
,

(5.68)

in the remaining equations in (5.67). Additionally, the deformations can be substi-

tuted by the corresponding ratio of vertical forces (Ni − ww) over stiffness of the

springs. Consequently, the following additional equations between the normal reac-

tion forces are obtained:

− 1

kf
(Ns − ww)− L

L0kr
(N4 − ww) +

L+ L0

L0kc
(N2 − ww) = 0,

− 1

kc
(N1 − ww) +

1

kc
(N2 − ww) +

1

kr
(N3 − ww)− 1

kr
(N4 − ww) = 0,

− 1

kf
(Np − ww) +

L+ L0

L0kc
(N2 − ww) +

1

kr
(N3 − ww)− L+ L0

L0kr
(N4 − ww) = 0.

(5.69)

Based on (5.64),(5.65),(5.66), and (5.69), the matrices Φ, Π, and the vector k in (5.15)
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are determined as:

k = Ψ−1



mrgu + 6ww

(xcmt + L0)mrgu + 2ww(2L0 + L)

(ycmt + c)mrgu + 6wwc

(− 1
kf

+ L
L0kr
− L+L0

L0kc
)ww

0

(− 1
kf

+ L+L0

L0kc
+ 1

kr
− L+L0

L0kr
)ww



Φ = Ψ−1



O1×8

−Rwφ
T
1

−Rwφ
T
2

O3×8


, Π = Ψ−1



O1×7

−πT2

−πT4

O3×7


,

(5.70)

where the matrix Ψ is

Ψ =



1 1 1 1 1 1

L0 L0 0 0 L+ L0 L+ L0

2c 0 2c 0 2c 0

0 L+L0

L0kc
0 −L

L0kr
0 − 1

kf

− 1
kc

1
kc

1
kr

− 1
kr

0 0

0 L+L0

L0kc
1
kr
−L+L0

L0kr
− 1
kf

0


. (5.71)

Note. Matrix Ψ is full rank.

Based on the structure of matrices Φ,Π and the vector k, equation (5.15) results

in the vector of normal reaction forces

nT =

[
N1 N2 N3 N4 Np Ns

]
. (5.72)

For the system under study, based on the linearly dependency of the constraints
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discussed in Section 3.4 the tractive forces in the lateral directions of each wheel can

not be determined using (5.13), i.e., (5.13) only gives the summation of such forces

at front and center axes and determination of their distribution between the two

involved wheels on the port and the starboard sides requires more information.

Assumption 5.8. I assume that the lateral tractive forces on each axis is equally

distributed between the involved wheels.

Based on assumption 5.8, I consider the average of normal reaction forces at

the involved wheels as their corresponding normal reaction forces in the traction

optimization cost function. In other word the matrix Ln in (5.16) is determined as

Ln =



0 1
2

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 1
2

0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1
2

0 1 0 0 0 0 0

1
2

0 0 1 0 0 0 0



T

. (5.73)

The matrix Br can be calculated based on (3.9). Accordingly, matrix W in (5.6)

whose columns span ker(Br) can be determined as :

W =



L
β

0 0 0 0 1 0

L cos (δp)+2c sin (δp)

β
0 0 0 1 0 0

L cos (δp)

β
0 0 1 0 0 0

L cos (δp)+2c sin (δp)

β
0 1 0 0 0 0

L cos (δp)

β
1 0 0 0 0 0


, (5.74)

where

β = L cos(δp) cos (fA) + 2c sin(δp) cos (fA) + L sin(δp) sin (fA).
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For the system under study, the matrix Jc in (5.23) is also obtained as

Jc = Rz(θ)


1 0 −xcmt sin (θ)− ycmt cos (θ) O1×7

0 1 xcmt cos (θ)− ycmt sin (θ) O1×7

0 0 1 O1×7

 (5.75)

where Rz(θ) is the elementary rotation matrix about the vertical axes, xcmt and ycmt

are the location of system’s center of mass in the main body coordinate frame. Now

that every terms involved in (5.23) are determined the vector h and the matrix K

can be calculated based on (5.23) and (5.24).

Remark 5.10. Since system contains steering degrees of freedom, there is a coupling

between the components of λf and λl corresponding to the front wheels in generation

of tractive forces in the lateral and longitudinal direction of the motion.

Based on Remark 5.10, the matrix Υl and the row vector Υt in (5.46) are obtained

as

Υl =

cos (δp) 0 sin (δp) sin (δs) 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

 ,
Υt =

[
(L− xcmt) −xcmt (L− xcmt) (L− xcmt) 0 0 0 0

]
.

(5.76)

The first row of matrix Υl indicates couplings between the longitudinal and lateral

tractive forces at front wheels and the projections performed onto the lateral direction

of the motion.

5.5 Validation of Estimated Values

In this section, the accuracy of the estimated tractive forces and ground normal reac-

tion forces is evaluated by developing a software-in-the-loop simulation platform using

Vortex Studio 2020b. Vortex Studio is a high-fidelity simulation platform developed

by CM Labs Simulation Inc, providing a real-time multi-body-dynamics simulation

engine along with different wheel-soil interaction tire models [99–103]. First the mech-

anism is developed as six wheels assembled on the main body using the defined car

wheel constraint. The designed suspension springs can be seen in Table.5.1 along

with high damping ratios for satisfaction of the quasi-static assumption in vertical,
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roll, and pitch directions. The amount of damping ratios are 10000(Ns
m

), 15000(Ns
m

),

and 20000(Ns
m

) respectively for front,center and rear wheels. The Ackerman condition

is dictated to the front wheels, and all wheel-body constraints are designed as ideal

joints. Fig 5.5 depicts the designed mechanism in Vortex.

Figure 5.5: The designed mechanism in Vortex

As for the tire models I used “Coulomb Model: Scaled Box Fast”. This model is

defined based on dry friction and the term “box” refers to the fact that friction cone

is modeled as a box with independent lateral and longitudinal friction coefficients. In

other words, when, at contact points I experience a static friction and zero relative

velocity, the friction forces can lye anywhere inside a box. The term ”scaled” refers to

the specification of a scale between the static friction coefficient and dynamic friction

coefficient [104]. For simplicity, I made the rolling resistance at all wheels and the

lateral friction at rear wheels equal to zero. Accordingly, system is not subject to

any sources of disturbances, except for those coming from the force distribution at

wheel-ground contact patch.

A software in the loop simulation environment is developed by connecting the

developed model in Vortex to the controller generated in MATLAB Simulink R2019b

through UDP communication tool box. The sensory data are received from the model

in Vortex and appropriate control command in the form of a control torque command

is calculated in Simulink and be sent to the model in Vortex. The values of kinematic

and dynamic parameters used in the model along with controller gains can be seen in

Table.5.1. The considered desired trajectory for the system is moving on a straight

line for the first 30 seconds with a velocity profile contains periodic acceleration

deceleration phases with time varying magnitudes. The equation of this velocity
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Rover Parameters

L[m] L0[m] c[m] Rw[m]

1 0.5 0.55 0.2

l[m] xcm[m] ycm[m] mr[Kg]

1 0.05 0 600

mw[Kg] Jr[Kg/m2] Jwy[Kg/m2] Jwz[Kg/m2]

40 450 1 1

gu[m/s2]

1.632

Suspension Spring Constants

kf [N/m] kc[N/m] kr[m/s]

30000 45000 60000

Controller Gains

Kp KI Kd

48 64 12

Table 5.1: Kinematic and dynamic parameters of the Lunar rover, suspension spring
constants, and controller gains

profile is

0.4t sin (
4π

30
)
2

. (5.77)

Then, system accelerates with constant acceleration equal to 0.3 for 8 seconds and

continues its motion with a constant velocity until 55th second of the simulation. At

40th second a fast steering command is applied in a form of a trapezoidal velocity

profile and system starts circling. At 55th second I apply a breaking command with

constant acceleration equal to 0.05 for five seconds. After circling with the reduced

constant velocity for another 5 seconds, I apply a constant acceleration command with

magnitude equal to 0.05 for 10 seconds. Afterwards system continues with increased

constant velocity for the rest of the simulation time. This desired trajectory can be

seen in Fig.5.6

While the system tracks this desired trajectory, the estimated normal forces and

tractive forces are compared with the actual values. For simplicity, this comparison

is performed when the pseudo-inverse solution is applied, i.e. τa = 0. It is also

noteworthy that the default values in Vortex are considered for the tire deformation

and damping. The comparison of the estimated normal forces and actual values at
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Figure 5.6: Desired Trajectory. (a) Desired Velocity (b) Desired Steering Angle (c)
desired path

all wheels can be seen in Fig.5.8 and the comparison of the estimated longitudinal

tractive forces and estimated values can be seen in Fig.5.7. Such comparison for

lateral tractive forces is also shown in Fig.5.9

During motion on the straight line the estimated values of the normal forces

perfectly match the actual one for front and rear wheels. However, a small discrepancy

can be seen in the estimations of the normal forces at center wheels. That can be

justified based on the rigid body assumption I made to deal with the indeterminacy

of the problem. When the system starts turning, asymmetric distribution of the
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of the estimated normal reaction forces and the actual values.
Plots on the left correspond to the wheels at port side and plots on the right
correspond to the wheels on starboard side. Sequentially, rows correspond to
the front, center, and rear wheels.
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of the estimated longitudinal tractive forces and the actual
values. Plots on the left correspond to the wheels at port side and plots on the
right correspond to the wheels on starboard side. Sequentially, rows correspond
to the front, center, and rear wheels.
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of the estimated Lateral tractive forces and the actual values
using default tire deformation. The plot on left corresponds to the front wheels
and the plot on right corresponds to the center wheels.

normal forces at contact patch gets violated and that results in a generation of the

torque in roll direction. Accordingly, a slight offset between the actual values and

the estimated values during circling can be observed. Concerning the longitudinal

tractive forces, I have a perfect match except for the 24th second of the simulation.

At this time, the pseudo-inverse solution initiates the dynamic friction regime at front

wheels. Consequently, the nonholonomic constraint equations are not valid anymore

and that justifies the observed discrepancy at 24th second of the simulation.

Although the estimated lateral tractive forces captures the trend of actual values

but in reality such forces are distributed differently between different axes. The reason

behind that is the distribution of the tractive forces at the contact patch which is

not considered in our estimations. Such distribution produces a considerable amount

of torque in the yaw direction and system itself distribute the lateral tractive forces

for compensating that. This can be addressed by increasing the coefficient υ or by

decreasing tire deflection to reduce the area of contact patches. Fig.5.9 indicates the

improvement of estimations while the tire deflection is reduced (Note that this figure

is corresponded to different desired trajectory depicted in Fig.5.21). As it can be

observed by decreasing the tire deformation and moving towards the point contact,

better estimation for lateral tractive forces is obtained. However, at 75th second of

the simulation a sudden drop can be seen in the actual values of the lateral tractive

forces at center wheels. This is due to the initiation of the dynamic friction phase
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of the estimated Lateral tractive forces and the actual
values after decreasing tire deformation. The plot on left corresponds to the
front wheels and the plot on right corresponds to the center wheels.

in the lateral direction. It can be observed that system completely drifts and gets

out of the prescribed path and since the nonholonomic constraints are violated, the

estimated values for the tractive forces are not trustworthy anymore.

Additionally, violation of the point contact assumption, leads to an adhesion force

which system has to overcome in order to steer. This can justify the huge amount of

forces generated when the sharp steering command is applied.

5.6 Simulation Results

In this section the proposed traction optimization algorithm is evaluated using the

simulation platform developed in MATLAB R2019b containing an ideal model of the

system. In this simulation, the input-output linearized error dynamics of the output

has been stabilized applying a Proportional Integral derivative control law (PID)

and no disturbances are applied to the system. Table 5.2 indicates the kinematic and

dynamic parameters of the simulated system along with the suspension constants and

the design parameters defined in the traction optimization algorithm and controller.
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The matrix f is also considered as

f =



1.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1.2 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0.6 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0.6 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0.6 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0.6 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0.6 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.6



. (5.78)

The considered desired trajectory for this simulation can be seen in Fig.5.6. To show

Rover Parameters

L[m] L0[m] c[m] Rw[m]

1 0.5 0.55 0.2

l[m] xcm[m] ycm[m] mr[Kg]

1 0.05 0 600

mw[Kg] Jr[Kg/m2] Jwy[Kg/m2] Jwz[Kg/m2]

40 450 1 1

gu[m/s2]

1.632

Suspension Spring Constants

kf [N/m] kc[N/m] kr[m/s]

30000 45000 60000

Controller and Traction Optimization Parameters

Kp KI Kd υ

48 64 12 2

Table 5.2: Kinematic and dynamic parameters of the Lunar rover, suspension spring
constants, and controller and traction optimization parameters

the effectiveness of the proposed traction optimization algorithm, I ran the simulation

once without any control torque distribution and considering only the pseudo-inverse

solution, I denote the result of that with ”Pinv”, and once by activating the proposed

traction optimization algorithm, I denote the result of this run by ”Optimal”. The

comparison of the generated normal reaction forces and the generated tractive forces

in longitudinal and lateral direction at each wheel is depicted in Figures 5.11, 5.12,
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and 5.13.

For the system under study, based on (5.15) and the matrix Π defined in (5.70),

at small steering angles only the summation of control torques applied to the system

has considerable effect on the normal reaction forces. Therefore, different ways of

distributing them between different control directions does not considerably impact

the normal reaction forces. Similarly, based on the matrix Φ defined in (5.70), at

small steering angles the distribution of lateral tractive forces between different axes

does not considerably affect the normal forces. Consequently, as the steering angle

in the defined desired trajectory is small, traction optimization is not considerably

affecting the normal reaction forces.

When the system is not moving, based on the structure of the system and as

the center of mass is closer to the rear and center wheels, normal forces at those

axes are higher than front wheels. When the system is moving on a straight line, as

the steering angle is zero, ycm = 0, and the lateral tractive forces are also equal to

zero, only the quasi-static condition in pitch direction is applied for determination

of the distribution of normal forces. Accordingly, the normal reaction forces at each

axes is uniformly distributed between the port and starboard wheels. Based on the

rigidity assumption of the main body, during acceleration/deceleration phase on a

straight line, the normal reaction forces at center axis remains constant. However,

when the system accelerates the reaction of commanded control torques applied to

the main body results in an increase in the reaction forces at rear wheels and less

normal reaction forces at front wheels (front wheels moves a little bit upward). On

the other hand, deceleration has an opposite impact and makes normal forces at front

and rear axes closer to each other.

When the system starts turning, the effect of the generated lateral tractive forces

results in a distribution of normal reaction forces between inner and outer wheels. To

neutralize the generated reaction torque by lateral tractive forces in the roll direction,

inner wheels must produce less normal forces than outer wheels. Based on the positive

steering command, in our case port wheels are inner wheels and starboard wheels are

outer. However the summation of the normal forces at port and starboard side for the

wheels located on a same axis which is considered as the correspondent normal forces

for lateral tractive forces, is specified by the static condition in the pitch direction
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of the generated normal reaction forces and tractive forces
in longitudinal direction in both front wheels and port center wheel. Normal
reaction forces are depicted in left and longitudinal tractive forces are depicted in
right. Sequentially, the rows illustrate the comparison for port front, starboard
front, and port center wheels.
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of the generated normal reaction forces and tractive forces in
longitudinal direction in both rear wheels and starboard center wheel. Normal
reaction forces are depicted in left and longitudinal tractive forces are depicted
in right. Sequentially, the rows illustrate the comparison for starboard center,
port rear, and starboard rear wheels.
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of the generated normal reaction forces and tractive forces in
lateral direction in both front wheels and center wheels. Corresponded Normal
reaction forces are depicted in left and lateral tractive forces are depicted in
right. Sequentially, the rows illustrate the comparison for front and center
wheels.

and it is only affected by the forward acceleration/deceleration.

In the first 40 seconds of the simulation, when the system follows an accelera-

tion/deceleration trajectory on an straight line, it can be observed that as the re-

quired acceleration of the system’s center of mass in the rotational direction is zero,

and the lateral tractive forces are not involved in the optimization (they kept equal

to zero), system experiences an equal distribution of the longitudinal tractive forces

between port and starboard wheels on all axes. In the Pinv solution it can be seen

that the whole required tractive force is uniformly distributed between all wheels.

However, in Optimal solution in acceleration phase since the normal forces at rear
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wheel are higher than front wheel and the difference between them also increases

when higher acceleration command is applied, the optimal distribution increases the

tractive forces at rear wheels and decreases that of front wheels. On the other hand,

during deceleration phase the normal forces at rear wheels gets closer to that of front

wheel and the optimal distribution generates almost the same distribution as of the

Pinv solution. when the magnitude of the acceleration of the system is very small,

based on the proposed projection (to alleviate the wheel fighting) all wheels have very

small contributions and in that case I apply no optimal distribution and Pinv solution

is considered. When the magnitude of acceleration increases, first the contribution of

the tractive forces at front wheels are negative or so small and as it can be observed

the proposed projection make them equal to zero and the sub-optimal solution is

applied. In higher accelerations all wheels are involved and the optimal solution is

applied. Since the normal reaction forces at center wheels remain constant, the opti-

mal approach produces the same tractive forces as Pinv solution (except for the first

seconds of the simulation when they contributions is also small and the sub-optimal

solution is applied).

When the system starts turning, since the center of mass is close to the main body

coordinate frame, in Pinv approach, system puts almost all the weight of lateral trac-

tive forces on the center wheels. However in optimal solution lateral tractive forces

are distributed between front and center axes according to the corresponded normal

forces and by consideration of the difference between the resultant torque around the

center of mass and the required value. This distribution of lateral tractive forces gen-

erates a torque that has to be compensated by distributing longitudinal tractive forces

between port and starboard wheels. Based on the location of the center of mass, this

generated torque is counter clock wise and accordingly the longitudinal tractive forces

at port side has to be positive and at the starboard side has to be negative. Based

on the second optimization, it can be observed that even such generated longitudinal

tractive forces are distributed based on the normal forces. Most of the burden is

on the rear wheels particularly on the starboard side. When the system moves with

constant velocity, the summation of the total longitudinal tractive forces must be

equal to zero since the longitudinal acceleration is zero. When the system accelerates

the magnitudes of positive longitudinal forces gets higher and the negative ones gets

lower to produce the required acceleration. The opposite pattern can be seen during

deceleration. When the system is circling with low velocity since the generated torque
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is small, the longitudinal tractive forces at front wheel in Optimal approach becomes

so small or even in the opposite direction to the required one. It can be observed that

in this case, the projection method gets activated and the sub-optimal solution kills

them.

To sum up, Fig.5.14 indicates the root means square of the tractive ratios at all

wheels in both longitudinal and lateral directions. It can be observed that during

linear motion, at low accelerations when the sub-optimal solution is applied, optimal

solution produces almost equal tractive ratios to Pinv. During deceleration also since

the normal forces at different axes get closer to each other, Optimal approach produces

also the same tractive ratios as Pinv. However a tractive ratios considerably are

improved in the Optimal during high accelerations where is of more importance in

terms of traction improvement. Particularly, optimal approach saved the system from

dynamic friction at 24th second.

During circling, clearly optimal improves the tractive ratios in the lateral direction

at the expense of increasing tractive ratios at longitudinal direction. Using Pinv,

system is close to the verge of traction lost in the lateral direction when the steering

command is applied or during circling with high velocity (last 15 seconds). In contrast,

applying Optimal I reduced the tractive ratios in lateral directions while the tractive

ratios in longitudinal directions are still acceptable.
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Figure 5.14: The root mean squre of the tractive ratios in all wheels. (a) in the
longitudinal direction and (b) in the lateral direction

Figures 5.15, 5.16, and 5.17 are comparing the applied control torques to the

system in both approaches. As the steering degrees of freedom is dictated by the
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desired trajectory, the control torque distribution and any choice from the kernel of

the control directions is not affecting the steering torque and it can be seen that both

Pinv and Optimal produce the same steering torque command. Uniform distribution

of throttle/brake torques in Pinv solution can be observed from 6.7. However, in

optimal, such control torques are distributed in a manner to produce the optimal

distribution of the tractive forces.

Remark 5.11. For simplicity, I did not consider any saturation point in the produce

control torque by systems’ actuator. As for one future direction of this research, the

proposed optimization can get improved by considering torque saturation by adding

them as inequality constraints.
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Figure 5.15: Control throttle/brake torques in Pinv
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of steering torque in Pinv and Optimal

5.7 Experimentation

To evaluate the proposed traction optimization algorithm in real-world applications,

in this section, I implemented that on a real system modeled in Vortex Studio using
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Figure 5.17: Control throttle/brake torques in Optimal: (a) front wheels, (b) center
wheels, (c) rear wheels

the developed software in the loop simulation environment. Two separate case studies

are considered. For the first case study, I modeled our mechanism and controller with

exactly the same parameters as in 5.2 with the same desired trajectory as in MATLAB

simulation(Fig.5.6), and the default values defined in Vortex for tire deformation.

The static friction coefficients used in this case study are also the same as in (5.78).

Fig.5.18 compares the root mean square of the tractive ratios in Pinv and Optimal

approach for both longitudinal and lateral directions in this case study. As it can

be observed from Fig.5.18 at 24th second the root mean square of the longitudinal

tractive ratios in Pinv suddenly drops. This indicates that at front wheels the dynamic
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Figure 5.18: Tractive ratios at all wheels for case study 1: (a) longitudinal direction,
(b) lateral direction

friction regime has begun but applying the optimal distribution I have saved the

system and traction is maintained. When the steering command is applied and when

the acceleration profile is changed during circling, it can be observed that in Pinv

approach system gets closer to the verge of traction lost in lateral direction. That can

be observed by the peaks at 40th, 55th, 60th, 65th, and 75th seconds of the simulation.

However traction is maximized applying the Optimal solution.

Although our controller is established on the assumption of ideal nonholonomic

constraints, but since the look-ahead point is affected by the steering, loosing traction

at some wheels will change the tractive forces and that may result in a disturbance

applied at steering. With that being mentioned, it can be seen from Fig.5.19 that

the error seen by the controller is slightly affected when traction is lost in Pinv.

Otherwise, this figure shows that the error seen by the controller is almost the same

in both approaches and that validate the fact that the optimal distribution is not

affecting the dynamics of the system and tracking performance of the controller.

Finally the actual path that the system passed in both approaches are compared

with the desired path in Fig.5.20. As it can be observed the path generated by the

Optimal solution is closer to the desired trajectory.

For the second case study I reduce the tire deformation and increase the damping

at tires from default value equal to 0.3 to 0.4 to improve the estimation of the lateral

tractive forces. Consequently, I made the parameter υ = 1. I also increase the friction
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Figure 5.19: Comparison of the error seen by the controller in both Pinv and Optimal:
(a) in x direction, (b) in y direction
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Figure 5.20: Comparison between the generated path by Pinv, Optimal, and the
desired path

coefficients as

f =



3.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 3.6 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0.9 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0.9 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0.9 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0.9 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0.9 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.9



, (5.79)
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and change the center of mass of the main body to put the total center of mass of the

system at the origin of the main body frame. Table.5.3 shows the parameter used in

this case study.

Rover Parameters

L[m] L0[m] c[m] Rw[m]

1 0.5 0.55 0.2

l[m] xcm[m] ycm[m] mr[Kg]

1 −0.0667 0 600

mw[Kg] Jr[Kg/m2] Jwy[Kg/m2] Jwz[Kg/m2]

40 450 1 1

gu[m/s2]

1.632

Suspension Spring Constants

kf [N/m] kc[N/m] kr[m/s]

30000 45000 60000

Controller and Traction Optimization Parameters

Kp KI Kd υ

48 64 12 1

Table 5.3: Kinematic and dynamic parameters of the Lunar rover, suspension spring
constants and design parameters defined in the simulation, in case study 2

Since the friction coefficients are increased I also change the desired trajectory to

have more intense accelerations commands. Such desired trajectory can be seen in

Fig.5.21.

Fig.5.22 compares the tractive ratios in both lateral and longitudinal directions

using Pinv and Optimal approaches. As it can be observed, during motion on a

straight line even the projected sub-optimal solution at small accelerations shows a

better longitudinal traction than Pinv solution. The reasons are the higher friction

coefficients and more difference between the normal forces at front and rear wheels

by closing the center of mass to the rear wheels. In this case study, not only Optimal

approach saved the system from traction lost in longitudinal direction at 24th second,

but also it saved the system from lateral traction lost in 75th second of the simulation.

It can be observed from Fig.5.23 that in Pinv, system completely drifted from its path
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Figure 5.21: Desired trajectory in case study 2: (a) desired velocity, (b) desired
steering
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Figure 5.22: Tractive ratios at all wheels for case study 2: (a) longitudinal direction,
(b) lateral direction

and it is unable to keep itself on the desired trajectory, however this is not seen in

the optimal approach and system successfully followed the desired trajectory.
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Figure 5.23: Comparison between the generated path by Pinv, Optimal, and the
desired path in case study 2

5.8 Summary

In this chapter, an optimal distribution of control actions for constrained systems

containing redundant control directions was introduced to enhance the force/moment

environmental interaction of the system, without affecting the tracking performance.

Such an optimal distribution was then employed in traction improvement of au-

tonomous rover/vehicle systems. The optimization algorithm was developed such

that (i) the necessary optimality condition was linear, (ii) the direction of tractive

forces was considered, and (iii) among terramechanic parameters, only static friction

coefficients were required for the wheel-ground interaction model. The estimation of

tractive and normal forces exploited in the optimization cost function were compared

to the values obtained from the developed software-in-the-loop simulation including

the digital-twin model of the system and the results demonstrated an acceptable

match. Finally, the efficacy of the proposed traction optimization algorithm was

compared to the conventional pseudo-inverse solution using both MATLAB and Vor-

tex simulations. The results showed that the proposed traction controller leads to a

meaningful improvement in dynamic traction of the system.



Chapter 6

Robust Dynamic Traction Control

6.1 Overview

In this chapter, the proposed robust output-tracking control law in Chapter 4 and

the traction optimization algorithm in Chapter 5 are integrated to develop a robust

output-tracking for autonomous rovers with dynamic traction control. Firstly, I show

that the output-tracking control law is independent of the restricted dynamic model

used in its development, considering some or all of the holonomic constraints. Hence,

I can employ different restricted models of the system for the output-tracking con-

troller and the optimal control distribution. Secondly, the approximation of normal

reaction forces and tractive forces in traction optimization is improved by designing

a disturbance observer, under some explained assumptions. This observer is designed

in the time domain and its convergence to the actual lumped effects of uncertainties

is proved. Finally, the validity of the disturbance observer and the efficacy of the pro-

posed control scheme are investigated using the developed simulation environment in

MATLAB.

6.2 Robust Output-tracking Traction Control

To design an output-tracking controller with optimal dynamic traction that is robust

against disturbances, the control law proposed in (5.8) for an optimal τa, obtained in

Chapter 5, must be used along with the SMC in (4.14). Since I assume an undisturbed

system model to approximate the normal reaction and tractive forces during the

traction optimization, an observer is required to capture the effects of disturbances.

Otherwise, I compromise the performance of the dynamic traction control, under

103
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large external disturbances.

In Chapter 4, the control law in (4.14) is developed based on the system model in

the configuration manifold resulted from integrating all holonomic constraints, here

denoted by Q1. However in Chapter 5, only the dynamics on a partially integrated

configuration manifold (including non-tractive holonomic constraints), denoted by

Q2, is considered to perform the traction optimization. In this model, all linearly

independent tractive forces can be estimated using (5.14). Let us denote the pro-

jected matrix of control directions on Q1 and Q2 by Br1 and Br2, respectively. If

ker(Br2) ⊆ ker(Br1), the controller design and the traction optimization can be per-

formed independently. In other words, the pseudo-inverse solution of (3.12) and the

optimal τa can be calculated using two separate descriptions of the system, since any

optimal control distribution does not affect the output performance.

Proposition 6.1. For the matrices Br1 and Br2 defined as above, ker(Br2) ⊆
ker(Br1).

Proof. Let us denote the Jacobian of the inclusion map from Q2 to Q̂ by J2 and the

Jacobian of the inclusion map from Q2 to Q1 by J1. Q1 is assumed to be obtained

by two consecutive restrictions: (i) restricting by non-tractive holonomic constraints,

and (ii) by restricting the remaining tractive holonomic constraints. The constraint

matrix on Q2 is obtained by (3.4) as A2 = E2ÂJ2 and that on Q1 is A1 = E1E2ÂJ2J1,

where matrices E1 and E2 are only parameterizing constant matrices. Let us denote

matrices whose columns span ker(A1) and ker(A2) by N1 and N2. Accordingly I have

E1E2ÂJ2J1N1 = 0. (6.1)

Consequently, im(J1N1) ⊆ im(N2), and hence, ker(NT
2 ) ⊆ ker((J1N1)T ). In addition,

based on (3.6) and (3.8), it can be deduced that Br2 = NT
2 J

T
2 B̂ and Br1 = NT

1 J
T
1 J

T
2 B̂,

and this completes the proof. �

Assumption 6.1. For simplicity, in this chapter I assume that system is only subject

to the sources of disturbances in the form of unknown applied external forces and the

inertia parameters are completely known.

Let us introduce a vector d ∈ Rb whose components are the lumped effect of

external disturbances on the corresponding components of the output. In this case,
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the uncertain error dynamics of the output under the introduced input-output lin-

earization feedback in (4.13) becomes

ë = v + d, (6.2)

where the control law v is designed in Chapter 4 to asymptotically stabilize the

output error while it is robust against the uncertain term d (I assume that d < ε2).

Since the error is asymptotically stable and the input-output dynamics is decoupled

at different input channels due to input-output linearization, the vector d can be

estimated by extending the results of [3]. The proposed observer in [3] is designed

for SISO nonlinear systems. The idea is to estimate d from the control input v by

embedding the not perturbed input-output dynamics of the system as an auxiliary

system in the control loop.

Let us denote the input of this auxiliary system by ho ∈ Rb and the output of

that by e2 ∈ Rb. While the system is not perturbed the input-output map is a double

integrator, i.e.

ė2 =

∫ t

0

ho(τ)dτ,

e2 =

∫ t

0

(∫ τ

0

ho(τ1)dτ1

)
dτ.

(6.3)

Proposition 6.2. Introducing a positive definite diagonal matrix Ko ∈ Rb×b whose

components are very large, if

ho = Ko(ė− ė2), (6.4)

d̂ = ho − v, (6.5)

then, d̂ is an estimation of d with a small difference.

Proof. From (6.4) it can be deduced that

ė = K−1
o ho + ė2. (6.6)

Differentiating (6.6) with respect to time I have

ë = K−1
o ḣo + ë2. (6.7)

As ė, and ë are bounded, ho, and ḣo are bounded and since the components of K−1
o
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+
v in (4.14)

d

∫ë
+

ė

ė2

-

Ko

ė − ė2
+

ho

∫
-

d

Figure 6.1: Block Diagram of the proposed observer

are very small, I can neglect the term K−1
o ḣo. Substituting ë by (6.2) and ë2 by (6.3)

v + d = ho,

⇒ d̂ = ho − v ≈ d.
(6.8)

�

The block diagram of the proposed observer can be seen in Fig.6.1. Now that

the vector d is estimated, it can be used in the traction optimization algorithm to

improve the estimation of normal forces and tractive forces based on the following

assumption.

Assumption 6.2. I assume that system subjects only to one source of disturbance

force with known direction, denoted by Ĵd.

Remark 6.1. The vector d only considers the projected lumped effect of disturbances

on the output that has to be lifted to the space of generalized forces to estimate trac-

tive and normal forces based on (5.13) and (5.15). Accordingly, the designed observer

based on the input output map is not helpful if the direction of the disturbance forces

are unknown or system is subject to multiple sources of disturbances. Consequently,

such observer design has to be enhanced for more realistic scenarios and that is a

future direction of this research.

The relationship between d and the magnitude of the applied disturbance force,

denoted by $, based on (4.12) is

d = Pd$, (6.9)
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where

Pd := FM−1
r NTJTJTd .

Consequently $ can be determined by the pseudo-inverse solution as

$ = P T
d (PdP

T
d )−1d. (6.10)

Now (5.13) can be updated to include the estimated disturbance

λ(q, q̇,τ) = −(AM−1AT )−1
(
AM−1(−Cq̇ +Bτ+ JTd $) + Ȧq̇

)
, (6.11)

and give a better approximation of tractive forces. As entering the observed distur-

bance force into the estimation of normal reaction forces is dependent on the structure

of the system and the direction of the disturbance, it is discussed in more detail in

the implementation section.

It is also noteworthy that this observed disturbance force can also be considered

during the calculation of the total required force at systems center of mass h. That

is, (5.23) needs to be updated to include the estimated disturbance.

h := JTc M(Ṅη+NM−1
r (Brτ‖ +NTJTd $− Crη)) + JTc Cq̇− JTc JTd $. (6.12)

6.3 Implementation on a Six-wheel Lunar Rover

I consider the applied external disturbance force as the friction force applied to rear

wheels. Accordingly Jd = JT Ĵd where J is the Jacobian of the inclusion map after

integrating holonomic constraints and Ĵd is defined in (4.45). In addition the estima-

tions of normal reaction forces can be improved by redefining the vector k in (5.70)

and adding −Rw$ to the third component.

The combination of the robust output tracking control law and traction optimiza-

tion algorithm along with the developed disturbance observer is evaluated using the

simulation platform developed in MATLAB. The inertia and geometric parameters

and parameters involved in traction optimization, used in the simulation are same as

Table.5.2, and the controller parameter is same as Table.4.1. All uncertain terms are

equal to zero except for the one related to the lateral friction at rear wheels which is

specified as 70N . The observer gain in (6.4) is also defined as Ko = 10I2×2.

Remark 6.2. During motion on a straight line in contrast to what is expected d 6= 0,
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of the actual and estimated lateral disturbance force at rear
wheels

due to the numerical error. Additionally, the matrix Jd is rank deficient on such

trajectories. These two result in a spike in estimation of $ using (6.10). To resolve

this issue I applied the singular value decomposition proposed in Section 5.3.2 to

(6.10).

I consider the desired trajectory same as Fig.5.6, and the results are depicted in

the following figures. Fig.6.2 compares the actual values I defined for the disturbance

applied at rear wheels and what I estimate at the observer. As it can be observed, I

have a good estimation of the disturbance force applied as the lateral friction at rear

wheels. The peak appears at 65th second of the simulation is due to the numerical error

appears at d when the sudden acceleration command is applied and the projection of

that onto the disturbance at rear wheels. Fig 6.3 shows what happens if the applied
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(left) and without (right) disturbance observer
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disturbance is not considered in the traction optimization. As it can be observed

from the right figure, the controller is not sensing the applied force at rear wheel and

produce the same amount of lateral tractive forces at front wheels as no disturbance

is applied. In the large portion of the simulation time the produced lateral tractive

force at front wheels is even higher than that of center wheels, although I know

that center wheels are experiencing higher normal reaction forces and the traction

optimization algorithm is actually deteriorating traction. However, when the observer

is designed and the effect of disturbances is considered, the lateral tractive forces

are distributed between front and center axes with respect to the generated normal

reaction forces. The remaining plots are comparing the distribution of longitudinal,

and lateral tractive forces and the normal reaction forces along with the control inputs

to the system. The reason why chattering effects do not appear in the produced

control actions is that a constant force is considered as the perturbation. Sine the

designed sliding manifold contains an integral term, this term completely addressed

the applied constant disturbance force.

6.4 Summary

In this chapter, the robust output-tracking control law developed in Chapter 4 was

combined with the traction optimization algorithm proposed in Chapter 5. I showed

that the design of the robust output-tracking control law and the determination of the

optimal control distribution were independent. Under some explained assumptions,

an observer was proposed to improve the estimations of normal and tractive forces,

and its convergence to the actual disturbance force was proved. This observer is im-

plementable on multi-input-multi-output input-output linearizable nonlinear systems

and since it is designed in time domain, it is needless of low-pass filters. Simulation

results showed an acceptable match between the output of the observer and the actual

applied disturbances. Additionally, it was demonstrated that not considering the ef-

fect of disturbances in the traction optimization algorithm led to a wrong distribution

of control actions, which could be resolved by employing the developed observed.
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of the generated normal reaction forces and tractive forces
in longitudinal direction in both front wheels and port center wheel applying
robust traction controller. Normal reaction forces are depicted in left and lon-
gitudinal tractive forces are depicted in right. Sequentially, the rows illustrate
the comparison for port front, starboard front, and port center wheels.
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of the generated normal reaction forces and tractive forces in
longitudinal direction in both rear wheels and starboard center wheel applying
robust traction controller. Normal reaction forces are depicted in left and lon-
gitudinal tractive forces are depicted in right. Sequentially, the rows illustrate
the comparison for starboard center, port rear, and starboard rear wheels.
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of the generated normal reaction forces and tractive forces
in lateral direction in both front wheels and center wheels applying robust trac-
tion controller. Corresponded Normal reaction forces are depicted in left and
lateral tractive forces are depicted in right. Sequentially, the rows illustrate the
comparison for front and center wheels.
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Figure 6.7: Control throttle/brake torques in Pinv robust control
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Figure 6.8: Comparison of steering torque in Pinv and Optimal Traction
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Figure 6.9: Control throttle/brake torques in optimal robust traction control: (a)
front wheels, (b) center wheels, (c) rear wheels
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Conclusions and Future Directions

In this thesis, a robust output-tracking control law for autonomous rover systems

along with an optimal distribution of control actions with the aim of improving dy-

namic traction were proposed. First a class of mechanical control systems subject to

mixed holonomic and nonholonomic constraints in Pfaffian form was considered and

the reduced projected state space representation of such systems in their holonomi-

cally restricted configuration manifold was determined. I showed that such systems

are fully locally reachable, not full-state feedback linearizable, and input-output lin-

earizable applying static feedback if the input-output decoupling matrix is everywhere

invertible. Under the input-output linearizability assumption, the internal-external

state decomposition was discussed. Furthermore, I proposed an observability decom-

position of the internal states used in the stability analysis of the internal dynam-

ics. Then, an uncertain error dynamics of the system’s output was developed and

asymptotically stabilized by proposing a SMC strategy. Our developed SMC con-

tains optimally designed sliding manifold and it is applicable to the systems with

complex dynamics subject to bounded time-dependent complex matched uncertain-

ties. The developed control law was used in the output-tracking control of a six-wheel

autonomous Lunar rover, in a simulation environment. The results were compared

with those obtained using the optimal PID control strategy. I showed that although

the optimal PID demonstrated an acceptable performance in terms of both error and

control actions, the addition of the proposed switching control law improved the er-

ror performance by one order of magnitude without considerably affecting the control

actions.

In the second phase, the redundant control directions were exploited to design

a dynamic traction control strategy for autonomous rovers/vehicles systems. Under

114
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some explained assumptions, the tractive and normal reaction forces were computed

and used in the definition of an optimization cost function. I designed this cost

function in a manner that (i) the necessary condition of optimality became linear,

(ii) the directions of the tractive forces were considered, and (iii) the required infor-

mation about wheel-ground dynamics was minimal. The proposed dynamic traction

controller was implemented on the six-wheel autonomous Lunar rover studied in the

previous phase. A software-in-the-loop simulation environment was developed based

on a high-fidelity 3-dimensional model of the system in Vortex Studio that captured

realistic wheel-ground interactions and tire models. The MATLAB simulation of the

system and estimation of normal and tractive forces were validated using this dig-

ital twin of the system. The MATLAB and software-in-the-loop simulation results

demonstrated meaningful improvement in the dynamic traction of rover systems with

high velocities and accelerations. The traction control strategy was able to save the

system from traction loss in multiple occasions.

In the last phase, the robust output-tracking control law developed in the first

phase and the dynamic traction controller proposed in the second phase were inte-

grated. Firstly, I showed that different models of the system could be employed in

the design of the robust output-tracking control law and the traction optimization

algorithm. Under some explained assumptions, I proposed an observer to improve the

estimation of normal forces and tractive forces used in the traction optimization. This

observer is applicable to the MIMO input-output linearizable nonlinear systems and

since it is designed in the time domain, it is needless of low-pass filters. Simulation

results indicated the validity of the observed lumped effect of the disturbances on the

output of the system and the improvement in the traction optimization considering

such observations in the defined cost function.

A possible future direction of this research is developing a gain-scheduling tech-

nique instead of employing switching control law, to ensure robustness of the output

tracking control. The resulting controller captures the effect of the trajectory on

the uncertain terms that leads to a robust chattering-free output-tracking control

with small gains. In addition, the proposed traction optimization algorithm can be

enhanced by considering the actuators’ saturation as inequality constraints during

optimization. Traction can also be considered during path planning phase. Using

optimal control theory, a trajectory from an initial state to a terminal state can be

determined in which a quadratic norm of the vector of tractive ratios gets minimized.
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Finally, the proposed observer can be improved by capturing the lumped effect of

the disturbances at generalized force level instead of the output level. This way, the

estimation of tractive forces can be performed while the system is subject to more

than one sources of uncertainties with unknown directions.
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Appendix A

Matrices M̂ and Ĉ

The nonzero elements of the matrix M̂ are:

M̂1,1 = M̂2,2 = mr + 6mw,

M̂1,3 = M̂3,1 = (2(L0 − L)mw − xcmmr) sin(θ)− ycmmr cos(θ),

M̂2,3 = M̂3,2 = 2mw(L− L0) cos(θ) +mr(xcm cos(θ)− ycm sin(θ)),

M̂3,3 = 6(mwc
2 + Jwz) + 2mw(L2 + L2

0) +mr(x
2
cm + y2

cm + Jr,

M̂3,5 = M̂5,3 = M̂3,11 = M̂11,3 = M̂5,5 = M̂11,11 = Jwz,

M̂4,4 = M̂6,6 = · · · = M̂10,10 = Jwy,

where mr is the mass of the main body, mw is the mass of the wheels, Jr is the

moment of inertia of the main body about the z-axis (out of the plane) at its center

of mass, Jwy denotes the moment of inertia of the wheels about their axes of rotation,

and Jwz is the the moment of inertia of the wheels about the z0-axis. Accordingly,

based on the Lagrange d’Alembert principle, the matrix Ĉ is obtained as

Ĉ(θ, ˙̂q) = (
∂M̂

∂θ
)θ̇ + [O2×11 ,

1

2
˙̂qT
∂M̂

∂θ
,O8×11]T
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Appendix B

Matrices Al and Bl

The nonzero elements of the constant matrix AL in (4.20) are:

AL1,3 = AL2,4 = AL3,5 = AL4,6 = 1

AL5,11 = − 1

Kv1,1

AL6,12 = − 1

Kv2,2

AL9,3 = −Ke1,1

AL10,4 = −Ke2,2

AL9,7 = AL10,8 = AL11,9 = AL12,10 = −1

where ALi,j refers to the element (i, j) of the matrix AL, Kvi,j denotes the element

(i, j) of the weighting matrix Kv, and Kei,j denotes the element (i, j) of the weighting

matrix Ke. Choosing the weighting matrices Kv and Ke as the identity matrix, and

selecting tf = 10s the determinant of the matrix BLf1,2 is 1.54× 1012; and hence this

matrix is well-conditioned.
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